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HIGHLIGHTS

When crises and conflicts come to an end – fragile states need support.

Previous commitment record exceeded
KfW Entwicklungsbank and DEG have slightly exceeded the record they set in 2010. In 2011
they committed some EUR 5.8 billion to development programmes in Asia, Africa, Latin America
and Europe. KfW Entwicklungsbank primarily supported state institutions in its partner countries
with funds of more than EUR 4.5 billion. EUR 2.6 billion of this funding came from resources that
KfW mobilised on the capital market. DEG's new commitments totalling more than EUR 1.2 billion
are helping to strengthen the private sector.

“Future-makers”: Joint topic of the year
“Future-makers” is the 2012 topic of the year that KfW Entwicklungsbank is organising jointly
with the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) and also, for the first
time, with the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (Bundesministerium
für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung – BMZ). It will explore current challenges
in international cooperation, including discussions on how global problems can be overcome
together and which innovative strategies are best suited to accomplish this.

In demand: Risk capital financing
Businesses in developing countries often lack the necessary long-term funding for investments.
Equity investments, as well as loans, are sought after but rarely available. DEG therefore specifically focuses on making access to this kind of financing possible. In 2011 alone it committed
risk capital – equity and quasi-equity loans – amounting to just under EUR 510 million. In this
way it acquired participating interests in 30 companies, including in Kyrgyzstan and Rwanda.

Development banks establish a global network
Pooling strengths to achieve even more. KfW led the way when the chairpersons and managing
directors of 19 development banks from Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin America founded the
International Development Finance Club (IDFC) in Washington. They elected Dr Ulrich Schröder,
the Chief Executive Officer of KfW Bankengruppe, as the club's first chairperson. Through the
new network, the banks hope to benefit more from shared experiences, tap into new business
areas, and address issues of the future, such as providing financing for green infrastructure and
climate protection.

PREFACE
Fragile states are increasingly becoming the
focus of development cooperation. A high
proportion of the world's poor live in such
states. The state structures of these countries
are usually weak, the need for investment is
high, and the trust between the state and its
citizens has been shattered in the wake of
crises and conflicts. As a result, these countries can do little to counter the effects of
natural catastrophes, outbreaks of violence
or ethnic disputes.
Fragile states remain susceptible to crises
and must be regarded as a specific group of
states that present special problems, but also
special opportunities. Often, safety cannot
be guaranteed. It is not uncommon for fragile
states to serve as a haven for international
terrorism, thus posing a global security risk.
Any organisation becoming involved in these
states, such as KfW Entwicklungsbank and
DEG – Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft – on behalf of the German
Federal Government, must adapt their approach
to meet such challenges. In the process,
people need to quickly see signs of progress.
If the population feels that living conditions
are improving, a peace process can be developed and the situation stabilised.
People in these fragile states are given the
prospect of a sustainable future. “Futuremakers” is accordingly this year’s joint topic
of the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), the Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) and KfW Entwicklungsbank.

Setting up more efficient state structures in
the longer term is crucial for transforming a
fragile country into a stable one on a sustainable basis. KfW Entwicklungsbank helps to
strengthen institutions in such a way that
enables them to provide basic services such
as water and electricity, paths and roads,
hospitals and schools, which gives citizens a
chance to live a normal live.
DEG acts at the private sector level. Private
businesses make significant contributions
towards improving people’s living conditions
and shaping future prospects that are economically and socially sustainable. Economic
power creates employment and income,
enables infrastructure to be improved, and
allows states to regain access to regional
and global markets.

“The challenges are especially
great in fragile states. We need
to act appropriately, flexibly
and patiently. Building a state
requires time.”
Dr Norbert Kloppenburg

What remains important is to have a deep
understanding of the situation in the country
and to act in a way that is sensitive to conflict. In this way the right priorities can be set
in challenging environments. The state can
then win back the trust of its people and renew the social contract.

Dr Norbert Kloppenburg
(Member of the Executive Board of KfW Bankengruppe)

“Private sector involvement
creates work and income, makes
important contributions to local
development, and helps integrate fragile states into regional
and global markets.”

Bruno Wenn
(Chairman of the Board of Management of DEG)

KfW Entwicklungsbank has developed instruments tailored to the situations in the respective
countries. In the early stages of cooperation,
civil society plays a key role. If the state is still
too weak, non-governmental organisations
enable quicker access to the people. Nevertheless, it remains important to include the
state in development policy endeavours so
that citizens breed trust in state institutions.

Bruno Wenn
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BUILDING THE STATE
STEP BY STEP
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NEW SCHOOLS, ROADS AND PARKS:
A FUND HELPS BUILD COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE
AUTONOMOUS PALESTINIAN TERRITORIES
A bright blue sky arches over the hills south
of Nablus. In the heart of the West Bank, the
sun ensures pleasant temperatures. In the
new park in the little village of Beita, children
romp around on the swings, slides and climbing frames. Fanan Salame, aged ten, is thrilled.
“We're so happy there's a playground,” says
the girl cheerfully. Previously, the only place
where she could play with her friends was in
the school playground nearby, but that had
neither playground equipment nor a sandpit.
The new park has been there for a year now.
The idea of developing such oases of refuge
and calm in the crisis-ridden Middle East
first arose in 2005. At that time there was a
renewed Palestinian uprising, the so-called
“Second Intifada.” The Israeli army was laying
siege to Nablus and the surrounding area
so as to nip any violent riots or attacks in the
bud. Curfews were in place; security forces
were searching houses and monitoring paths
and streets. “With the park we wanted to
create a place to breathe for families and
children,” explains the mayor of Beita, Fayez
Hamayel. In fact, it is not just children who
come to the park; adults also enjoy having
a place to meet. “It gives us women the
opportunity to chat in peace,” says Umm
Mohammed, 41. She meets friends here
while keeping an eye on her six-year-old son.
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The new leisure park in Beita is one of the
many infrastructure projects financed by the
Municipal Development and Lending Fund
(MDLF). In the Palestinian territories there are
now new roads and schools, small clinics and
health stations, sports facilities and recreation
centres being built.
The Palestinian Authority has been developing
the fund with the support of KfW Entwicklungsbank and various international donors
since 2007. Small communities, representing
the lowest level in the state structure of the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, receive targeted funding support in identifying, appraising and implementing community projects.
KfW Entwicklungsbank has been supporting
the fund on behalf of the German Federal
Government since 2008, providing around
EUR 22.5 million to date. In December 2011
an agreement was signed for a further
EUR 9.5 million to be provided by Germany.
This marks an important contribution to the
“bottom-up approach to state-building” preferred by the German Federal Government.

Life in the crisis area: checkpoints are an everyday occurrence.

NEW ROADS CONTRIBUTE TO
A BETTER QUALITY OF LIFE
The fund also makes a significant contribution
towards road construction. Even though
distances between Palestinian towns are not
great, the journey by car often takes a long
time due to the numerous Israeli checkpoints.
Such journeys can become tortuous since
many roads are uneven and full of potholes,
which turn into mud puddles when it rains.
Khaled Osaily, the mayor of Hebron, is familiar
with the problems. Using money from the
fund, he arranged for the improvement of a
1.4-kilometre stretch of a main road in Wadi
Alkarm, in the south of Hebron. This is an important link into the town, as there are only
a few jobs in this area: most local residents
work in Hebron. The road also acts as a
stimulus for the economy and development.
“By constructing roads we're helping to
improve people's quality of life,” says Osaily.
In only six months the road was widened
from eight to 16 metres, with a two-metre
pavement on each side. A few men sit there
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drinking coffee together. They are delighted
at the new, clean cityscape. In addition, the
local residents are agreed that the children
are better protected in road traffic, as “the
pavements have made the road much safer”.

the people. Anyone approving the construction of a road is not going to protest later
about construction noise and will be more
willing to give up a piece of their own land
for the project.

LOCAL RESIDENTS ARE
INCLUDED IN PLANNING
When it comes to choosing which projects are
to be funded, the local population is closely
involved. This happens through community
meetings or by means of a municipal development plan, the Strategic Development and
Investment Plan (SDIP). Such a plan was
drawn up in 2011 in the district of Taffouh,
west of Hebron. People were kept informed
on the plan's development via Facebook, mobile phone texts and radio. Every two months
all interested residents of Taffouh met to
discuss the progress of the project. “In this
way, we try to take into account the needs
of all the people living here,” says Nimer
Khamayseh, the mayor of Taffouh. He feels
it makes cooperation easier and strengthens
trust between the municipal authorities and

Playing in the schoolyard:
schools create prospects for the future.

Women also take part in the discussions and
voting. As a result, social aspects are taken
into account to a greater extent, and, increasingly, projects are undertaken that are
family friendly and focus on the future of the
children. Such projects include playgrounds
and parks, new school buildings and classrooms. In Karm Al-Ashqar at the southernmost tip of the West Bank, the Al-Dahrieh
school gained five new classrooms in 2009,
together with a science lab.
Until then, additional rooms had to be rented
in surrounding houses so that the 450 pupils
could be taught at all. Some of these makeshift school buildings were terribly run-down
and not really suitable as classrooms. There
were too many pupils sitting in confined
spaces that were designed to be living rooms
or bedrooms.
Teaching is easier in the new classrooms,
and in the science lab the children can now
perform their own experiments. The fund
has also helped to buy new textbooks, notebooks, pens and pencils and equip the lab.
“Before, there were no teaching materials for

A scarce resource: paying for electricity with a prepaid card helps to conserve energy.

the children,” explains Murad Ishneawer,
a biology teacher. As a result, the children's
school achievements were poor. Now, the
learning successes of the pupils have considerably improved.
In the lab, Bunsen burners, test tubes and
microscopes stand ready on the table. The
boys from Year 9 have been directed by their
teacher to put on protective gloves and are
waiting eagerly to begin their experiments.
“We can perform our own experiments now.
That means we understand a lot of things
better,” the boys all agree. Better learning
success also increases young people's chances
later of finding a job.
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A NEW PAYMENT SYSTEM
SAVES ENERGY
Energy is a scarce resource in crisis areas.
Therefore, through innovative projects the
communal development fund contributes
to energy conservation – as in the little village
of Beit Ommar, north of Hebron. In 2009,
prepaid electricity meters were installed there
to raise awareness of the cost of energy. All
3,000 houses in Beit Ommar received these
meters. Around 15,000 people now have a
greater incentive to reduce their consumption.
One of these meters hangs in the hallway of
Kholud Tomar, a Palestinian. “The new system
saves money,” she says. This is because she
is now very aware when switching the light
on and off. She has already paid for the electricity that runs through the wiring and she
immediately notices the effect on her purse
if she uses more. When the house meter
shows that there are only 30 kilowatts left,
an alarm sounds. Then her prepaid card has
to be topped up at the town hall.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING IS
REWARDED
The fund does not distribute its money indiscriminately: rather, communities receive
particularly generous development funding
if they can demonstrate sound budgeting
and financial management. In this way transparency is embedded as a basic principle of
state action. The financial and accounting
performance of the communities is graded
from 1 to 6: the higher the level, the greater
the funding. “After all, we're not just a machine that simply distributes money,” says
Abdel Mughni Nofal, the General Director of
the fund. “We're an institution that translates national strategies into projects.”

Communities that cannot provide any information on their finances and budgets for necessary projects, or can only supply inaccurate data, are therefore initially ineligible for
funding. They are helped, however, with organising their finances and with their project
planning. Nofal believes that this grading is
comprehensible to everyone: every community

make services available for the people and
look after the welfare of its citizens. In the
Middle East, characterised by crises, conflicts
and violence, it is essential that people learn
to trust the state authorities and that the
successes achieved in building the state be
visible.

can find out their current level and what
they have to do to advance a grade and receive more money for needed projects. This
system of awarding funds has since triggered
constructive competition among the Palestinian communities. They are all endeavouring to
keep their finances and planning organised
and accurate.

Jassir Awadeh, 40, and his wife Alia, 37,
already consider it a minor success that they
can enjoy their free time in the Sama Park
in Nablus, one of the other parks financed by
the fund. There is live music in the summer,
and people can have a barbecue, join in the
singing and chat. The view from up here
stretches over the West Bank as far as Israel.
Awadeh and his wife enjoy the peace and
quiet of a picnic. Alia says that they like it
here: “Nablus has suffered so much that it's
good to have somewhere now where people
can relax.”

With the involvement of the people, the
communal development fund thus helps to
improve living conditions in the Palestinian
territories and create prospects for the future.
It supports the efforts of the National
Authority to build reliable state institutions,

A place to relax and play in the conflict zone:
a leisure park in Nablus.

“GIVING UP IS NOT AN OPTION”
DORIS KÖHN, DIRECTOR GENERAL OF
KFW ENTWICKLUNGSBANK, ON FRAGILE STATES

Ms Köhn, what significance does
cooperation with fragile states have for
KfW Entwicklungsbank?
In fragile states, human misery is particularly
great. Preventing crises and promoting peace
have therefore been important focal points
of our work since the mid-1990s. Also, in a
world that is growing ever smaller, for reasons
of global security we cannot afford not to
become involved in these areas. In 2011 alone,
we committed over EUR 900 million on behalf of the German Federal Government for
projects in so-called fragile states.

What are the particular challenges in
fragile states?
Fragile states are characterised by crises and
conflicts. State institutions often lack control systems, and corruption and nepotism
are widespread. State salaries are low in
many of these states, and there is a shortage
of well-trained staff. We work in a very difficult context in fragile states, and the challenges are great. This means we have to be realistic in assessing what we can achieve and
in what timescale.

How does KfW deal with the fact that
corruption is rife in many countries, with
money seeping into the pockets of the
elite?
We look very closely at whom we cooperate
with. It is precisely because the need is so
great in fragile states that we owe it to the
people to make sure they actually receive
support. Corruption among government elites
hinders the process of state-building. If cooperation with governmental bodies proves
difficult, we look around for alternatives.
Then, we might start by cooperating with nongovernmental organisations, for example.
However, the state, with its central planning
and control function, must be involved in
this process.

Fragile states are often marked by violence.
How do you guarantee the protection of
your staff?
No employee may be exposed to unacceptable
risk. Our staff are specifically prepared for
particular risk situations. Both in the partner
countries and in our head office in Frankfurt,
we watch the security situation closely and
have a range of possible options in place that
enable us to react quickly. If staff are at risk,
we take preventive action by withdrawing from
the crisis area.

What are your personal experiences of
fragile states?
I've been in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo several times, for instance. First in the
1980s in Zaire, as it was then known, and
then again in 2006 and 2010. In 2006 it was
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an enormous shock for me to see how much
the situation had deteriorated, undoubtedly
partly through the war. In the 1980s the
people had been poor, too, but there had been
a functioning state, even if it was corrupt. I
could take a shared taxi to do some shopping
in a market without any problem. But in 2006
the tension was palpable. You had the feeling
that everyone was fighting for survival. People
were running away from the police – they
were perceived as a danger rather than as a
force for law and order. It was a complete
reversal of what a state should be. In 2010 –
four years later – the situation was still very
difficult, but at least there was no longer such
a strong sense of aggression.

How do you stay motivated in your work
when a country regresses?
I've never believed that development follows
a straight line. And giving up is not an option.
What is absolutely crucial is whether what we
do makes a difference in people's lives. In all
this, I have the greatest respect for people in
crisis areas, who, despite all the difficulties
and dangers, persevere and carry on with their
work. Changes take time, and building a state
in particular. What is needed in fragile states
is patience.

DEVELOPMENT NEEDS PEACE
1.5 BILLION PEOPLE IN FRAGILE STATES AND AREAS OF CONFLICT

Wars, crises and conflicts represent the
greatest obstacles to development worldwide. Wherever fighting, violence and
human rights violations are widespread,
the population suffers, the economy
comes to a standstill, and poverty and need
are particularly pronounced. According
to the World Development Report 2011,
1.5 billion people worldwide live in socalled “fragile states” or are affected by
conflicts and organised crime.
There is no internationally uniform definition
of what constitutes a “fragile state”. However,
the definition usually refers to states that are
not able to fulfil their basic duties or guarantee the safety of their citizens. Such states
experience repeated outbreaks of regional or
nationwide violence and conflict.

Fragile states have no rule of law, and the
police and justice systems are very weak and
sometimes corrupt. State institutions are unwilling or unable to provide the people with
such basic services as schools, health-care
facilities or roads. The social contract between
the state and its citizens, so essential for the
social order, is impaired. The state acts in part
on the basis of illegitimate structures.
As there is no uniform definition of a fragile
state, their exact number is unknown. A classification by the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) has
placed 45 countries in the group of fragile
states. Along with Afghanistan, Pakistan, the
Palestinian territories, Yemen and Haiti, the
group includes many African countries, such
as Liberia, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, South Sudan and Côte d'Ivoire.
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“In my town there's constant
tension and conflict, and streets
and towns are regularly sealed
off. People here live under difficult conditions: they need clean
water, roads and youth centres.
KfW Entwicklungsbank has
supported us in providing this
infrastructure for the people.
That has created trust and hope
for a better future.”
Nasri Sabarna, Mayor of Beit Ommar
(West Bank)

The number of wars is declining worldwide
Fragile states experience similar types of
problems. They are unable to fulfil their core
functions and cannot react to challenges
appropriately. Ethnic tensions and power
struggles between hostile rebel groups over
raw materials frequently lead to armed conflicts. Further negative developments can have
a devastating effect. For example, state institutions may be too weak to cushion the impact
of worsening food shortages. There is a high
risk of food riots or outbreaks of violence. One
glimmer of hope is that the number of countries experiencing war or civil war has been
falling over the last 30 years. However, there
is now a different type of violence. Instead
of wars between states, there are now conflicts
within states, violence related to trafficking
in drugs and human beings, as well as crime
and gang warfare.
Where peace and stability are absent, poverty
and hardship take root. People suffer. The
proportion of poor people in the population
is on average 20 % higher in fragile and

conflict-affected states than in other developing countries. The risk of suffering from
hunger or malnutrition is twice as high. Average life expectancy is often only around 50
years. The number of inhabitants with access
to clean water is half that of politically more
stable developing countries. Fragile states are
less likely than other developing countries
to achieve the United Nations Millennium Development Goals, including halving poverty
by 2015 and reducing child mortality.

UN Millenium development goals: fragile states face greater difficulties
3

2.5

2

1.5

Stable developing countries

No access to drinking water

Child mortality

Poverty

0

Malnutrition

0.5

No access to primary education

1

Fragile developing countries

The World Bank has calculated the effect of fragility on achieving the UN Millennium Development Goals. The reference
value for average progress made by stable developing countries is set at “1”. The situation of people in fragile states is
then related to this. Accordingly, the probability of a child being malnourished in areas of conflict or crisis is more than
twice as high in fragile states as in stable developing countries – and the risk of being unable to attend school is even
three times higher.
Source: World Development Report 2011
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The consequences of conflict – a man in Afghanistan explains how to recognise a mine.

The challenge to global security
Fragile states also represent a risk to global
security. Where law and order and state structures are absent, local militias seize power
and terrorist havens become established, as in
Afghanistan, Pakistan and Somalia. Furthermore, conflicts destabilise neighbouring states.
These become weakened through streams
of refugees, cross-border trade in drugs and
weapons, or infiltration by groups of combatants. As a result, farmers can no longer
cultivate their land, traders can no longer
get hold of goods, and craftsmen receive no
orders.
Somalia is an example of how a conflict can
destabilise a whole region. In this country
in the Horn of Africa, in certain areas state
structures have been practically non-existent

since the overthrow of the dictator Siad Barre
in 1991. Ongoing conflicts and a brutal regime of terror plague the indigenous population and have exacerbated the famine that
struck around 13 million people in eastern
Africa in 2011. Hundreds of thousands of
starving people fled into neighbouring Kenya.
Piracy in southern Somalia has become a
global problem.
In fragile states lacking working structures, as
in Somalia or parts of Afghanistan, everyone has to look out for themselves. To survive,
many people seek out contacts with brutal
local militia leaders or are forcibly recruited
by them. More and more sections of the
population – including children – are drawn
in this way into violent conflicts. There are
countless small arms in circulation, and children are abused by having to serve as soldiers.
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Anyone who possesses a pistol or machine
gun gains power and respect and is in a better position to further their own interests,
creating a vicious circle of violence. Social and
interpersonal relationships and trust are
damaged for decades.

State-building and basic services for people
In order to start with reconstruction and
development, violence and fighting must be
stopped and crises and conflicts peacefully
resolved. In fragile states, those in power often
do not care about the concerns of the population. Social and economic progress for all
is not necessary in order for them to retain
power. Development cooperation is limited if
the political conditions are not right. Good
governance is a prerequisite for involving citizens in building democracy. Conversely, elections and democracy contribute to renewing
the social contract and providing legitimacy
to state structures.

KfW Entwicklungsbank and DEG support
fragile states on their path towards greater
resilience, structural development and
(re-)building of the economy. That is no easy
task. Setbacks can occur as a result of the
resurgence of conflicts or violence, jeopardising
the sustainability of projects and programmes.
The demands placed on weak state institutions
are too great. There are repeated delays. The
security situation is sometimes precarious,
putting the personal safety of staff at risk and
making special precautionary measures necessary. Because of such difficulties, development cooperation in fragile states requires
realistic targets. Long-term involvement is
required, with the recognition that even small
steps can mean a lot for the people affected.

Violent conflict leaves a trail of devastation – reconstruction requires time.

If conflicts are to be ended permanently and
peace to be stabilised, the population must
quickly experience the “peace dividend” – the
immediately tangible benefits of the absence
of violence. Where state structures and institutions are still too weak, civil society takes
on a key role. In fragile states it is frequently
non-governmental organisations (NGOs)
that ensure that the population benefits from
services, such as schools and health-care
facilities, clean water and electricity, bridges
and roads. To improve living conditions
quickly, collaborating with NGOs is often helpful, as these organisations usually have close
contact with the local population. In many
cases, they may have already been active
during a conflict and know the local circumstances. NGOs involve the people in the
projects they undertake and at the same time
work fast and professionally. Knowledge of
local structures enables them to work in difficult security situations, as they are able to
use their many years of experience to assess
the risks.
Nevertheless, in collaborating with NGOs
there is always the risk that citizens will fail
to establish any trust in the state, with the
result that state structures remain delegitimized and state-building is further slowed.
Effective development cooperation therefore
adopts a two-pronged approach: to provide
assistance quickly, efforts are made to collaborate with NGOs, particularly in remote areas
where the state does not yet have a presence.
At the same time, the legitimacy of the state
is boosted by having state institutions visibly
and gradually take over project planning and
implementation.
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The private sector as an engine for
development
The private sector plays a vital role as an engine for development in fragile states. However, the long-term capital needed for required
investments is in short supply. In addition,
the sustainable development of the private
sector economy faces huge challenges in view
of the difficult local conditions: economic
and social infrastructure, bureaucracy, the
rule of law and security.
From “fragility” to economic success
It has long been the case that some states
have managed to embark on a promising
path to development even after long periods
of violence. Mozambique, for instance, suffered over three decades of bloody civil war
up until 1992. After a ceasefire, a peace

agreement and elections, the economic data
of this country in south-eastern Africa are
now showing an upwards trend. KfW has been
Mozambique's partner for many years and
supported it on this path. As early as 1998,
DEG co-financed one of the country’s first
industrial projects, which now employs over
1,000 people. In Nepal, the Maoists' long
fight against the government also ended with
a peace agreement. Following free elections,
the Maoists even provided the head of government from time to time, albeit one who pursued moderate policies. Although corruption
still remains widespread, the debate between
the Maoists and the traditional parties over
the right way to carry out development is no
longer fought with weapons, but with words
in parliament.

Three questions for …
Joel Hellman, Director of the World Bank's Global Center on Conflict, Security and
Development, on development cooperation in fragile states.
Mr Hellman, what are the challenges
facing development cooperation in fragile
states?
The three most important issues are security,
the rule of law, and jobs. These are closely
linked with one another. People have to feel
safe, they need trust in an independent legal
system and, obviously, a job to secure their
livelihood.

What is special about the cooperation
with fragile states?
You have to cooperate differently in fragile
states than in other income-poor countries.
They are more volatile, the risk of failure is
greater, the development of capacity is more
important, and there are fewer effective institutions there. But the donor community has
a moral duty to become involved in these
countries. There is always a risk that the state
will collapse, and from a global perspective,
that would impact international security, terrorism and people's living conditions.

Is there always the danger in fragile
states that violence will flare up again and
that, as a result, most development policy
initiatives will have been to no avail?
Yes, in many fragile states there are cycles
of violence. Sometimes that means there is
a change in the form the conflict takes: it
starts with the outbreak of civil war and is
followed by gang crime, criminal violence or
drug-related crime. On the other hand, some
countries have managed to break this cycle
of violence. They have succeeded in creating
strong and effective institutions.

Peace is often frail. In South Sudan the civil
war with the north came to an end, and the
country gained its independence. Nevertheless, there are still repeated outbreaks of
violence between different ethnic groups,
with hundreds of deaths. “Cycles” of violence
like this occur in many countries: new crises
explode into violent conflicts because peaceful forms of debate are not widespread.
The end of a war does not mean that excombatants, rebels, active fighters and child
soldiers just disappear. Often, they still possess weapons and risk slipping into crime.

Preventing crises and creating prospects

Instable structures: in fragile states the security situation is often precarious.

Peace often remains fragile
Naturally, peace does not mean that the risk
of violence flaring up again has been averted.
The conditions in countries such as Liberia,
Sierra Leone, and even Nepal continue to be
“fragile.” There, wounds of the previous conflicts often go deep and continue to fester.
Perpetrators and victims still live in the same
society, sometimes next door to one another.
Following conflict, it is particularly its victims
who need to feel that the state is concerned
about their welfare. Refugees, displaced persons, women who have been raped, disabled
persons and those who have lost relatives in
attacks also need targeted and longer-term
medical and psycho-social assistance so that
they can regain place in society again.
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In many countries so-called “demobilisation
and reintegration programmes” help to consolidate peace. On behalf of the Federal
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), KfW supports such programmes in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, South Sudan and Nepal. Former fighters
are disarmed and given training; employment
programmes provide them with new economic
prospects. When people can earn an income
and jobs are created, a major contribution is
made towards preventing crises and permanently overcoming fragility.
In the experience of KfW Entwicklungsbank,
security and legal systems also play a key
role in crisis and conflict prevention, and in
ending the “cycle of violence.” The monopoly
on the use of force must lie with a functioning state. In order to achieve this, citizens
need to be able to trust the police and justice
systems and enjoy their protection. If individuals feel that the basic social order is just
and acceptable, then the propensity towards
violence diminishes.

AFRICA'S CRISES, AFRICA'S OPPORTUNITIES
WHERE CRISES ARE REPLACED BY STABILITY, THE ECONOMY WILL GROW

There is ongoing violence in Africa’s 54 countries, but also more peace. Though its civil
wars and armed conflicts still make headlines,
the continent is changing. According to information from the Working Group on the
Causes of War (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Kriegsursachenforschung), the number of wars and
armed conflicts in Sub-Saharan Africa fell from
19 to 11 between 2002 and 2010. Since then
this number has risen again slightly, but there
are now more countries with democratic
structures. The German Development Institute
(Deutsches Institut für Entwicklungspolitik)
reports that the number of democracies in
Sub-Saharan Africa has increased from three
in 1989 to more than 20.
A visible sign of African progress is the awarding of the Nobel Peace Prize in 2011 to two
Liberian women: President Ellen JohnsonSirleaf and the civil rights activist Leymah
Gbowee, who founded a women's protest
movement during the civil war. After the conflict ended, Liberia introduced reforms, opened
up the economy, fought corruption and recorded growth rates of over 6 % in 2010.

Sahara live in poverty. One in three Africans
is starving or malnourished. Illnesses, such
as malaria, tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS, are
widespread. Moreover, it is likely that many
African countries will not achieve the United
Nations Millennium Development Goals by
2015. In comparison with the rest of the world,
a child born today in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo, Niger or Burundi has the lowest
chance of reaching the age of five. All three
countries are fragile states.
The support of KfW and DEG in Sub-Saharan
Africa operates at various levels. Good governance and the involvement of the private
sector play a key role in this regard. In 2011
KfW committed around EUR 874 million on

After the war – in many African states things are improving.

When crises are replaced by stability and
improved rule of law, the economy benefits,
too. That is the case in many African countries today. Sub-Saharan Africa has become
the region with the highest growth rates after
Asia. In the same way that the “Asian tigers”
were discussed, we now hear of the “African
lions.” According to a McKinsey study, these
“lions on the move” include not just South
Africa, Namibia and Botswana, which are considered to be economically strong states;
countries such as Ghana, Burkina Faso and
Uganda, which suffered from long civil wars,
are also growing.
Such success stories should not hide the fact
that Africa still continues to face great challenges. Overall, more than half of the approximately 750 million people south of the
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behalf of the German Federal Government
for projects in Sub-Saharan Africa. For DEG
the long-term financing of private businesses
in Africa is a major focus and strategic target.
In 2011 it committed more than EUR 230 million of funding for entrepreneurial investment there.
In this way KfW and DEG contribute towards
stabilising fragile states. They support the
increasing number of African reform initiatives.
Despite setbacks, ongoing conflicts and
violent clashes, it is the opportunities for
sustainable, democratic and peaceful development that currently predominate in Africa.

A SIGNAL THAT HELP IS NEEDED QUICKLY
THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO IS A PROTOTYPICAL FRAGILE STATE:

Nono hardly looks up: she sits at the table in
her school uniform – a white blouse and blue
skirt – and concentrates on her work. The
16-year-old schoolgirl with short, braided hair
is making herself a skirt. Needlework is her
favourite subject; she wants to become a fashion designer. The first step on the way to
achieving this dream is behind her. Nono, who
cannot hear, attained a place at the “Ecole
Village Bondeko,” a school for the deaf, in the
Congolese capital Kinshasa.
The building is protected by a high wall “so
that we can guarantee our children's safety,”
says Marie-Louise Malu-Kanda, the headmistress. This is because the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) is a fragile state.
Violence is present everywhere, including in the
capital of Kinshasa. Throughout the country
many school buildings have been destroyed
through wars and conflicts, and reconstruction is sluggish. The weak state lacks money
and capacity, and children with disabilities
have no prospects for their future. They are
the last to be heard.
The school for the deaf in Kinshasa is run by
“Village Bondeko,” a local non-governmental
organisation. The German Christoffel Mission
for the Blind (Christoffel-Blindenmission) and
KfW Entwicklungsbank's “Peace Fund” contribute to the construction and operating costs.
The school has 28 classrooms, in which 2,000
boys and girls are taught. Disabled children,
who would otherwise have hardly any opportunities in war-ravaged DRC, are thus offered new prospects for their lives. Moreover,
while the school was being built, unemployed
people from Nono's neighbourhood also
benefited from a job and a wage for a few
months.
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“The Peace Fund allows us to support projects like this that quickly improve people's
living conditions after the long war,” says
Philipp Wyrsch, KfW Entwicklungsbank's sector economist responsible for this area. KfW
set up the fund on behalf of the German Federal Government together with the Congolese
government in 2007. It supports the construction of schools, health-care facilities, water
mains, roads and bridges in the east of the
country and around the capital Kinshasa. In
rural areas the main goal is to make paths
and cropland usable and in this way to get the
dormant agricultural economy back in production.
It is in eastern DRC that people suffered
the most from the civil wars and armed confrontations that raged from 1996 to 2002.
The conflict turned this country of more than
70 million inhabitants and rich innatural
resources into a poorhouse. Schools, health
stations and roads were destroyed, and

Nono is optimistic about the future.

fields became overgrown by jungle. Up to
six million people are said to have been killed,
and many millions more were displaced.
Worldwide, no war since 1945 has claimed so
many victims. In some areas in the east, armed
groups still threaten the civil population.

Peace Fund finances swift reconstruction
“After the ceasefire and the elections, the
situation in the country calmed down, but to
date the government has not been able to
contribute enough towards reconstruction,”
says Oliver Jünger, KfW Entwicklungsbank's
office director in Kinshasa. He goes on to explain how, in addition, widespread corruption
hinders the work of the authorities. He says
that state security forces are often not able
to prevent criminals and gangs of youths from
making towns like Kinshasa unsafe.

THERE, KFW ENTWICKLUNGSBANK IS FINANCING RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Because efficient and effective state authorities are often still lacking, the Peace Fund
collaborates with non-governmental organisations and church-run agencies. Their projects are overseen by an independent fund
administrator, and the ministry responsible
for the project holds a key position in the
steering committee. This includes checking
whether different ethnic groups benefit on
an equal basis. If this is not the case, the multiethnic country of DRC could experience new
conflicts.

Construction work allows people to earn
money
KfW Entwicklungsbank closely involves the
local population in its projects and programmes. Construction work is carried out
by the Congolese. This allows people to earn
money, enabling local economies to become
established. “When people see new prospects
for the future, the potential for conflict diminishes,” emphasises Jünger. Since it was founded, the Peace Fund has financed numerous
projects: 59 schools, 82 bridges, 5 hospitals
and 43 health stations have been built or
renovated. In addition, 78 kilometres of pipeline have been laid for 162 drinking fountains, and 552 kilometres of rural roads have
been restored. This gives a positive signal for
a better future.

Economic progress brings permanent
stability
Nevertheless, peace in DRC can only be
stabilised if there are economic prospects for
people in the long term. Reconstruction of
the infrastructure is one step towards accomplishing this. Economic success will only take
root if stable and trustworthy institutions are
created that allow people to put their ideas
into practice and conduct business. However,
many Congolese lack the start-up money for
this. And banks that grant fair loans tailored
to the requirements of small businesses are
still scarce in DRC.

A good economic outlook for small businesses – microloans create prospects.

Isaac Kayembe Ntumba waited for years to
finally realise his dream of expanding his little
bakery. In 2007 the 52-year-old learned of
“ProCredit Bank Congo,” a microfinance bank
founded jointly with KfW in 2004. Ntumba
received a USD 16,000 loan for building alterations and new dough mixers. “This loan has
changed my business,” says Ntumba today.
“We've grown enormously.” The entrepreneur
now employs 20 salaried bakers and ten parttime workers – people who no longer have
to struggle for their daily survival.
The baker is just one of the roughly 100,000
customers currently with ProCredit Bank
Congo. The bank is active in three of the country’s provinces, and it not only grants loans
but also accepts savings deposits so that
people can keep their money safe. With a market share of around 36 %, ProCredit is the
market leader in microfinance services in DRC.
“For the country to be rebuilt, it's essential
that people be able to save money and that
loans be available to small business owners
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with good ideas and from all sections of the
population,” emphasises Simon Bleidiesel,
KfW project manager.
The business ideas of small customers are
therefore reviewed closely. ProCredit now has
11 branches in which over 500 employees
carry out this work. They examine whether
customers are qualified and check their business plans and proposed markets. “Overall,
the repayment rate exceeds 95 %, which is a
very high level,” says Bleidiesel. In following
this course, ProCredit Bank helps businesses
in DRC to expand or new undertakings that
offer jobs to be created. Creating these new
economic prospects for people helps stabilise
peace in DRC and make the country safer.

OVERCOMING CRISES, SUPPORTING STATES
IN REGIONS OF CONFLICT, THE TRUST OF THE PEOPLE MUST BE REGAINED

The tasks to be undertaken in fragile
states are huge. There are no functioning
institutions, the private sector is dormant,
and violence is often simmering. The state
is not in a position to offer public services,
and the relationship between the state and
its citizens is damaged. For KfW Entwicklungsbank and DEG, the aim is to find the
right answers to these challenges at the
right moment. Trust between the people
and the state needs to be rebuilt.
Together with its partners, KfW Entwicklungsbank assists in creating new prospects in fragile states. It helps strengthen legitimate state
structures to make the state more resilient
and capable in order to put a permanent end
to cycles of conflict. At the same time, on
behalf of the German Federal Government it
invests in social and economic infrastructure.
DEG provides funds for the private sector as
an engine for development, thereby creating
hope for the future. People feel that their living
conditions are improving.

After war and disasters – when help is
needed quickly
Sometimes things need to happen very quickly,
especially when fragility and natural disasters coincide and cause even greater human
suffering. This was the case in 2011, when
a long drought in the Horn of Africa brought
starvation to around 13 million people. The
situation was aggravated by the lawlessness
in Somalia, in conditions tantamount to civil
war. In Somalia, there were no state institutions
to provide care for poverty-stricken people,
and aid organisations had only limited access.
Hundreds of thousands of emaciated men,
women and children fled to Kenya and other
neighbouring countries, where they found
refuge in tent camps and received international aid, among others from the World Food
Programme (WFP). KfW Entwicklungsbank
has supported food aid in Kenya, Ethiopia,
Djibouti, Uganda and Yemen, providing around
EUR 81.5 million from the German Federal
Government.
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“During the war in Liberia, I was
active in the women's movement
alongside Leymah Gbowee, the
Nobel Peace Prize winner. We were
working to end the conflict. Today, my work is principally with the
women in the villages, many of
whom have been raped. Now they
need help.”
Cerue Konah Garlo, 48, peace activist
from Liberia

KfW Entwicklungsbank works in this way in
Côte d'Ivoire, for example. There, up to 350
children run around in the playground of the
Koumassi school. Forgotten for the moment is
the violent unrest that erupted in Côte d'Ivoire
after the elections in November 2010, claiming
around 3,000 lives.

After the quake in Haiti – the people pitch in with the reconstruction work.

The Caribbean nation of Haiti is also regarded
as a fragile state. Already destitute and wracked
by violence, the country was ravaged by a
severe earthquake in January 2010 in which
over 200,000 people died and more than a million were made homeless. And where people
are suffering and starving in the wake of disasters, the risk of outbreaks of violence is high.
On behalf of the German Federal Government,
KfW Entwicklungsbank was therefore quickly
on the scene to provide effective assistance.
It supported the Haitian government in analysing the damage and financed the reconstruction of urgently needed infrastructure
in the small town of Leogane. In doing so, it
adopted an open and flexible approach in
order to be able to respond to the population’s
different needs. These include for example
the rebuilding of schools, the reopening of a
road, or access to clean water.
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It was not just a case of creating new housing
and infrastructure: the people also needed
jobs and income. “So men and women pitched
in with the work, too,” emphasises Markus
Rühling, KfW project manager. They helped to
clear away rubble, make collapsed houses
safe, and clear sewers. They were paid for their
work and could use the income to improve
their living conditions.

Weak state structures and the contribution of civil society
Such post-disaster programmes tend to be
short term. In the medium- and long term,
KfW Entwicklungsbank supports the building
of a functioning state in fragile countries.
Such countries usually lack effective state institutions. Government staff are poorly trained
and paid irregularly, if at all, and there are no
effective controls. Outside of urban centres,
the state is scarcely present. In these situations,
civil society often plays a key role. Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) work in those
places where the state itself is initially unable
to deliver basic services to the people. Later on,
they might act on its behalf.

The state-recognised school is run by a
Methodist-Protestant agency in its capacity
as an NGO and is financed by KfW Entwicklungsbank. On behalf of the German Federal
Government, the KfW Entwicklungsbank is
supporting the construction of 30 nurseries,
primary schools and secondary schools,
mainly in the disadvantaged southwest of
the country. In this way, parents have the
chance to send their children to school. This
is a basic service that is often neglected at
first in fragile state structures.

Private school organisations fill the gap
Private school organisations such as these fill
the gaps in the state education system. The
country's school system also suffered badly
after the 2010 elections. Four out of five
schools were ransacked or destroyed. If peace
is to be stabilised in the long term, however, it
is essential to have an education system that
functions.
Looking forward, it is important in Côte d'Ivoire
and in similar cooperative projects to closely
link the work of civil and state participants. The
state directs and controls, while non-state
partners carry out work directly at the local
level in close cooperation with the state. “The
Methodists follow the state curricula, and the
children can change from private to state
schools without any problem,” says Elke
Bindewald, KfW project manager. In some
cases, the state even subsidises the private
school operators.

In Liberia, a country previously torn apart by
civil war, KfW Entwicklungsbank is acting on
behalf of the BMZ to support, among other
things, the construction of bridges and roads.
To finance large infrastructure projects in key
sectors that set a strong example, KfW Entwicklungsbank has founded a so-called “MultiDonor Trust Fund” jointly with the World
Bank. The fund is usually administered by a
multilateral or UN organisation and receives
contributions from different donors. This
financing instrument is used above all in fragile states, as their state institutions are often
too weak to press ahead with reconstruction
on their own and are dependent on outside
support. In this way they have to deal with
only one donor committee, and large sums
can be mobilised for significant infrastructure
projects.

School as a basic service: children need opportunities for the future.

Creating prospects by building infrastructure
In many cases, fragile states barely have the
infrastructure needed for a functioning
state: roads and paths, schools and hospitals
are run-down or destroyed. These are the

consequences of crises, conflicts and violent
disputes. When infrastructure is improved,
this sends a positive signal to people. It furthers trust in public institutions and thereby
in the state, while at the same time stimulating the economy.
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Together with Germany, such other donors
as the European Union, the United Kingdom,
Ireland and Norway currently contribute to
the fund. The German contribution totalled
EUR 34 million; to date, USD 170 million has
been contributed overall. The fund is mainly
helping to repair the dilapidated road network, with over 320 kilometres being newly
built or restored. These roads are the lifeblood of the country's economy. They facilitate trade and the transport of goods. In
particular, the planned renovation of the major
traffic axis to neighbouring Guinea will create
new economic prospects for Liberia.

Bottom-up approach to state-building –
strengthening local structures
Fragile states should be given the capacity
to provide the population with basic services
and a social and economic infrastructure.
This requires patience and a tailored approach.
It may make sense to initially work with
decentralised governmental bodies and drive
state-building from the bottom up. Eastern
Africa is one such case.
In northern Uganda, people suffered from a
long and bloody civil war. They were terrorised by the “Lord's Resistance Army” (LRA):
children were kidnapped and forced to become soldiers, and women were raped. The
state military was unable to protect them.
In 2008 a ceasefire was reached. Nevertheless,
the region remains disadvantaged and is
scarred by the consequences of the civil war:
violence, even within families, and conflicts
over land are everyday occurrences. In addition,

the climate is dry and stormy. In the villages
and small towns, there is an acute lack of
sanitary facilities and clean drinking water.
This leads to illness, with children under five
being affected the most.
KfW Entwicklungsbank supports the Ugandan
Ministry of Water and Environment at a
decentralised level in providing people with
clean drinking water and improved sanitary
facilities. Plans call for at least 100,000 people to receive drinking water by 2015, with
a further 50,000 to have access to adequate
sanitary facilities. “The local ministry plans,
commissions and oversees the construction
of the sanitary facilities, standpipes and yard
connections,” explains Anja Kramer, KfW
project manager. “The new constructions
were applied for earlier by the communities.”
Once set up, the infrastructure is then handed over for fiduciary management by the
communities. As the lowest unit of the state,
the communities are thereby deliberately

strengthened (“state-building from the bottom up”). They can show that they are reliable and build new trust as representatives of
the state. These are all important elements
in the process of stabilising a fragile and crisisridden region.

Getting the population involved, restoring
justice, avoiding new conflicts
In fragile states especially, it is essential to
involve the population in programmes. In
doing so, it is necessary to consider cultural
differences and underlying tensions and
take into account the interests of all those
involved. In other words, projects need to
be particularly sensitive to the possibility of
conflict. Otherwise, development projects in
a crisis area that favour one of the disputing
parties risk unintentionally triggering an
outbreak of violence.

Acting before violence breaks out
Activities in fragile states must be sensitive to the possibility of conflict
When war and violence erupt, poverty and
hardship are a foregone conclusion. Countless
people suffer and die; poor and disadvantaged people lose their source of livelihood.
Violent conflicts weaken state institutions
and destroy economic and social infrastructure. Cooperation with fragile states must
aim at recognising and tackling trouble spots
early on and thus preventing outbreaks of
violence from occurring in the first place.
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Crisis prevention is an important part of the
work done by KfW Entwicklungsbank in fragile states. It involves analysing which factors
in the partner countries might lead to conflicts and violent clashes. Structural causes
of this kind must be reduced at the local,
regional and national level, and the number
of trouble spots decreased. Where particular
ethnic groups, social classes or regions in
developing countries are especially disadvantaged and poverty-stricken, the potential
for conflict grows.

KfW Entwicklungsbank therefore takes particular care in crisis and conflict regions to
ensure that social and economic conditions
improve for the various sections of the population living there without creating new
inequalities. For example, in a project in Sri
Lanka, great care has been taken to ensure
that the Sinhalese and Tamil sections of the
population both benefit simultaneously from
improved water supply. This is because people must gain new prospects for a peaceful
future and a stable income on an equal
basis.

Health care as a basic service: the population needs clinics and doctors.

In a health-care project in Kyrgyzstan,
KfW Entwicklungsbank attaches great importance to ensuring that the interests of both
Kyrgyzs and Uzbeks are taken into account. On
behalf of the BMZ, KfW Entwicklungsbank
is supporting the Kyrgyz Ministry of Health
with EUR 12.3 million to improve medical
services in the event of emergencies or catastrophes. The objective is to reduce the time
between the reporting of an acute emergency and treatment. This is because a medical
emergency in this area can very quickly become
life threatening due to a shortage of staff,
vehicles and well-equipped emergency centres.
The building of one such emergency centre
is being financed at the central hospital in the
Jalal-Abad province in the south. The area
is regarded as crisis-prone: in 2010, it was
shaken by bloody acts of violence between
Kyrgyzs and the country’s Uzbek minority.

For KfW it is therefore important that both
ethnic groups are taken into account in
these programmes and that, by following the
“do no harm” approach, existing conflicts are
not further aggravated. As a result, employees
in the Kyrgyz Ministry of Health from different ethnic groups are encouraged to work and
cooperate together.
This was also the case at the hospital in
Jalal-Abad during the crisis. No distinctions
were made in the medical treatment given
to victims of the unrest. Because the staff
comes from both ethnic groups, there are
no problems with language. Therefore, the
infrastructure fulfils basic needs while also
serving as a means to an end: it builds a
bridge between two ethnic groups.
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The private sector helps stabilise a
country
In each year of conflict, the economic growth
of a fragile state falls by an average of 2 %.
It takes ten years on average for growth to
regain its pre-war level. It is therefore important in fragile states not only to build state
structures but also to restore the often collapsed private sector, thereby creating urgently
needed jobs and income. In this way people
gain new prospects. They win the opportunity
to determine their own fate, which is a basis
for the stability and rebuilding of a country.

Business success also sends important signals
to other investors that it is worth investing
again in that area. This leads to new economic
opportunities for people, businesses and
states. Private-sector involvement does more
than merely create work and income. It also
makes important contributions to local development, thereby helping to integrate fragile
states into regional and global markets.

DEG acts as a partner for enterprises that are
prepared to invest in fragile states. It offers
them equity capital and long-term loans that
are not available on the financial markets. It
provides this financing to businesses either
directly or indirectly via local banks and funds.
In addition, it offers various advisory programmes and almost 50 years of expertise for
the benefit of the businesses and the local
people. After all, businesses in fragile states
face more challenges than businesses elsewhere. They cannot rely on state services and
have to make additional investments, for
instance in local infrastructure, the training
of employees and their health care.

Moreover, private companies make major
contributions to building fragile states. These
days, roads, power stations, telecommunication networks and container terminals are
increasingly being developed, built and operated privately, thus complementing the efforts
of states and international donors to further
develop the infrastructure. An example of this
is the Iraqi mobile phone company, Zain,
which received a long-term loan from DEG
of USD 35 million.

A mobile phone is always
to hand
Mobile phones have long replaced
landlines in Iraq
A mobile phone is always to hand. Taxi drivers,
market vendors, farmers – micro entrepreneurs in Iraq usually communicate by mobile
phone. Landlines are hardly used: they are
too expensive, and there are too few connections. The fact that there is a functioning
mobile phone network in Iraq can also be attributed to the involvement of DEG.

Mobile phones have long been part of people's everyday lives.

The Iraqi mobile phone company Zain was
granted a long-term loan by DEG of USD 35
million. It is part of a package totalling USD
400 million being financed by several international investors and which includes a loan fund
created and financed in part by KfW on behalf
of the BMZ. Zain Iraq is a subsidiary of the
Kuwaiti Zain Group, which has already established mobile phone networks in Madagascar,
Malawi and Uganda with DEG assistance.

In Iraq, mobile phone financing means that
the first step has been taken. After three wars
and many years of isolation, the state faces
major structural tasks. A phone network that
functions efficiently is of particular benefit
to people in less-developed areas by offering
faster communication. Mobile phones allow
micro entrepreneurs to improve their business
opportunities. This in turn strengthens local
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economic structures and creates jobs. Building
a mobile phone network also contributes directly to combating poverty: expansion, operation and maintenance of the base stations
situated throughout the country provide people with jobs, as does the selling of mobile
phones and phone cards. In addition, the Iraqi
state earns an estimated USD 400 million
annually from licences and taxes.

Along with large investments such as these,
small and micro enterprises are also an important factor for economic progress and the
creation of permanent jobs. Although they
develop business ideas, they frequently lack
the money to implement them or to expand
their enterprise. This is particularly the case
with fragile states in Africa, like Sierra Leone,
which only find peace after long years of
civil war.
The effects of the civil war in Sierra Leone are
still being felt ten years after it ended, with
far-reaching consequences for the people:
75 % live in poverty, the illiteracy rate is 70 %,
and the unemployment rate is estimated at
40 %. It is young people who are affected the
most.

In order to stimulate small and micro enterprises, KfW Entwicklungsbank set up a fund in
2004 together with other international donor
institutions designed to refinance and strengthen the capacities of microfinance institutions.
It was the catalyst for the microfinance sector
in Sierra Leone. Various newly founded microfinance institutions have received support
through the fund. Currently there are more
than 100,000 borrowers registered in Sierra
Leone. The supported microfinance institutions
are in a stronger position, both economically
and institutionally.

The ability to obtain microloans has proved
positive for the private sector and its ability
to create jobs. It has enabled craftsmen,
service providers and small farmers to gain
access to capital that previously was not
available to them. If people have work, they
have prospects and feel part of society.
In Sierra Leone, a large proportion of the loans
go to women. One of these is Auntie Jeneba.
She is a widow living in Bo, Sierra Leone’s second largest city, and provides for five children. With the help of a microloan, she built up
a small soap manufacturing business, through
which she earns money. As a result, she can
even send her eldest daughter to university.
“And I've bought myself a new bed and a
carpet,” she says proudly. As a businesswoman,
she is now respected and acknowledged in
her neighbourhood.

Special challenges: Traces of conflicts

A source of income after the conflicts: an advisor supports coffee farmers in Colombia.

Colombia is a state where violence appears
in different forms. In parts of the country, the
civil war still smoulders; in the towns, crime
and drug dealing are common. Colombia still
has one of the world’s highest murder rates.
To overcome the traces of war, people need
prospects for the future, particularly in rural
areas. On behalf of the German Federal
Government, KfW Entwicklungsbank helps in
this respect, for example by supporting coffee
farmers. In the coffee-growing area on the
Rio Magdalena, the social and economic situation is stable, yet the conditions for coffee
farmers are not easy. These family businesses
often have less than five hectares available
to them. Poor soil means that they are often
unable to deliver the grade of coffee bean
demanded by international trade.
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In cooperation with the Colombian National
Federation of Coffee Growers and the Ministry of Agriculture, KfW is therefore also
supporting forestry to establish an alternative
source of income. This aims to prevent people
from cultivating illegal drugs or supporting or
fighting for the guerrillas or paramilitaries.

The involvement of KfW Entwicklungsbank in
fragile states from 2007-2011
In the last five years, KfW Entwicklungsbank
has committed a total of EUR 3.5 billion towards improving living conditions in fragile
states.1 This amounts to 18 % of total commitments during this period.

Trees grow alongside crops to provide building
and construction materials: 65,000 hectares
have already been afforested. About 10,000
farming families benefit from the forests.
“People use wood as building and construction
materials, and coffee grows better in the
shade,” says Martin Lux, KfW project manager.
Sawmills have been built in two forestry
centres: these are operated as cooperatives by
the participating forest owners and generate
additional jobs in industry. The project also
specifically aims to support women and young
people. New, reliable prospects for people
mean that there is less risk of conflict flaring
up again.

In fragile states the population needs visible
signs that things are improving. Financial
Cooperation therefore strengthens areas with
a strong signalling effect, such as large-scale
infrastructural projects in the energy generation and supply sector (20 % of commitments for fragile states, or EUR 687 million)
and the water supply sector (16 % of commitments, or EUR 558 million).
The people in fragile states have many unmet
needs. Financial Cooperation directly targets
the individual: 20 % of the commitments for
fragile states go toward basic social services,
such as health and education (EUR 693 million).

The experiences of KfW Entwicklungsbank and
DEG show that special standards apply to
development cooperation with fragile states.
Taking carefully chosen and worthwhile steps
leads to greater social resilience. Essentially it
comes down to winning back lost confidence –
not only the confidence of the population in
the state and its structures and the confidence
of businesses in profitable investments, but
also the population's confidence in its own
opportunities and prospects.

Fragile states need stabilisation, so 17 % of
commitments (EUR 602 million) are set aside
for post-conflict projects that specifically
address the needs of fragile states following
conflicts. These include such measures as
relief work and emergency aid, reconstruction,
and post-conflict peacebuilding.
Fragile states are marked by idle economic
cycles, scarce opportunities to earn money,
and low productivity. More than a quarter of
commitments are set aside for multi-sector
approaches that tackle these challenges according to needs (28 %, or EUR 975 million).
These include such sectors as finance, transport, agriculture, the environment and food
safety.

16 %

17 %

28 %

20 %

Multi-sector and other approaches
Energy generation and supply

20 %

Health and education
Post-conflict projects
Water supply
1

Selection of fragile states in accordance with the 2011 OECD classification

Differences in totals are due to rounding

OVERCOMING A WAR ECONOMY
A NEW STATE: THE PEOPLE IN SOUTH SUDAN HOPE FOR DEVELOPMENT
AFTER LONG YEARS OF CIVIL WAR

Commitment to reconstruction: the KfW representative in South Sudan, Jochen Klaar, talking to the South Sudanese Minister for Water and Irrigation, Paul Mayom Akec.

In the South Sudanese capital of Juba, Jochen
Klaar sometimes preferred not to get out of
the car straight away – especially when the
people around looked somewhat suspicious.
While staying in South Sudan at the end of
2011, his pockets were “full of cash,” as he
says. Credit cards were not yet accepted in
the young state.
It was not until 9 July 2011 that South Sudan
achieved its independence from the north of
the country and became the 193rd UN Member State. The fact that cashless payments are
not possible is of relatively little importance,
given that the new government faces enormous tasks. After decades of civil war, state
structures, clean water, roads, schools, healthcare facilities and jobs are all in short supply.
Most of the people live in poverty – despite
the country's great oil wealth. “The structures of the war economy now have to be

converted to a civil economy,” says Klaar.
However, to accomplish this the country is
dependent on international help.
The KfW expert travelled around in South
Sudan for several weeks to gather information
on the situation, make contacts with other
donors, and set up KfW’s office in Juba. Having
been an employee of KfW for many years,
Klaar is personally familiar with many developing countries and has lived in western
Africa for a long time.
“South Sudan is still full of weapons,” he continues. Indeed, the conflicts are still not over.
Further outbreaks of violence between hostile
ethnic groups have left hundreds dead, and
the dispute with the north over the oil wealth
often becomes violent. The rebels who gave
up their arms “now need to find their way back
into civil life,” stresses Klaar.
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On behalf of the German Federal Foreign
Office, KfW Entwicklungsbank supports the
country in reintegrating former combatants
and giving them economic prospects. In addition, with funding from the BMZ, it finances
the reconstruction of destroyed infrastructure
and contributes to modernising water supply
and sanitation facilities for people in select
towns.

NEW HOPE WITH THE “ARAB SPRING”
OPENING UP OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE AND STABILISING COUNTRIES

For over a year, a wave of democratic upheavals and revolutions has been rolling through
the Arab world. In some countries, violent
conflicts are currently ongoing; the past year
has seen authoritarian regimes being overthrown in Tunisia, Egypt and Libya. However,
even in these countries, the situation has often not yet calmed down. There are setbacks
and tensions.
The new governments in the Arab countries
have to fulfil the people's desire for political
participation and economic prospects. On
behalf of the German Federal Government, the
projects and programmes of KfW Entwicklungsbank and DEG help Arab partner countries
in improving the living conditions of the
population and creating economic prospects
and confidence. The aim is to prevent outbreaks of violence and support democratic
development.
They are highly motivated and want to achieve
something in life: these are the people who
are the face of the “Arab Spring”. First and foremost, it was young men and women who protested on the streets of Arab cities. Like their
contemporaries in all corners of the world, they
stay connected locally and globally through
Facebook and Twitter. The new media and the
Internet open up a window to the world for
them: they want to be a part of this world and
share in shaping the future of their countries.
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New hope after the “Arab Spring”: young women in Egypt.

Rawya El Shazly, the Egyptian project manager at KfW’s Cairo office, belongs to this
generation. She has the same goal as most
people in her homeland – “change”. The young
woman says that people have many hopes,
including political stability, more democracy,
equality and justice, economic development,
and higher living standards. KfW Entwicklungsbank and DEG have been promoting this type
of progress for many years in the Middle East
and North Africa. They provide financing for
energy and water supplies, industry and agriculture, as well as education and health care,
thereby encouraging economic growth and
opening up new opportunities for people.

Supporting political participation and
strengthening the transformation process
The people in the region now need economic
prospects to help strengthen the transformation process and support political participation.
“What North Africa needs is jobs, jobs, jobs,”
says Dr Norbert Kloppenburg, member of the
Executive Board of KfW Bankengruppe. The
generation of 20- to 35-year-olds, representing about a third of the population in all
Arab countries, suffers from high unemployment. In Tunisia, Egypt and Yemen, one in
three young people is looking for a job. Many
others are underemployed and poorly paid.
They often feel that they have no place in society – a potential breeding ground for radical
forces.

A new fund is designed to also offer additional
support for the “Arab Spring” by helping to
create jobs under still uncertain political conditions. SANAD is the Arabic word for “help”.
The SANAD Fund was set up by KfW Entwicklungsbank and offers loans to micro, small
and medium-sized enterprises and start-ups,
marking an important contribution towards
promoting employment.
As SANAD does not grant loans directly, but
rather refinances partner banks in the Middle
East and North Africa, the regional financial
market is also strengthened. Such positive effects on the financial and labour markets
should stabilise economic cycles and generate
confidence in the economy.

Loans for small businesses
The fund has initially been financed with
EUR 42 million from the BMZ and a further
EUR 10 million from the European Union.
The practical and visible effects of the fund
became apparent very soon after it was set
up. The first loans granted in Lebanon and Jordan reached several thousand micro and small
enterprises that had good business ideas but no
access to loans for investment.
In developing and emerging countries, more
than 90 % of jobs are created in the private
sector. Such was the finding of a new report
presented recently by the International
Finance Corporation and 30 other financiers,
including DEG, which has long supported
private business investment, including in the
Middle East and North Africa. Egypt is one
such case. At the end of 2011, RKW, a German
films manufacturer based in Frankenthal in
the German state of Rhineland-Palatinate,
started production in a new factory near Cairo.
With a long-term loan of around EUR 13 million, DEG financed, among other things, the
land purchase and construction of a production hall with a warehouse and an administration area. The factory has directly created
about 100 jobs.

For more than 20 years, DEG has been the
financial partner of SEKEM, an Egyptian company with around 2,000 employees that is
primarily engaged in ecological food production and fair trade. In 2011, in difficult circumstances, DEG again proved itself to be a
reliable partner and once more granted a
long-term loan.
For the young men and women of the “Arab
spring”, investments such as these are particularly important as they provide prospects for
work and life. But young people also want a
“better standard of living,” as Rawya El Shazly
puts it. KfW Entwicklungsbank and DEG help
in this respect, too, by contributing to providing greater educational opportunities, clean
water and an adequate power supply. In 2011
KfW Entwicklungsbank committed around
EUR 400 million to the Middle East and North
Africa; DEG financed about EUR 44 million
of business investment there, including in Iraq.

Their future is at stake: Egyptian girls in the schoolyard.

AFGHANISTAN: A REGION IN CRISIS
IN THE HINDU KUSH THERE ARE NEW SCHOOLS, BRIDGES AND MARKETS

KfW Entwicklungsbank arrived in Afghanistan shortly after the fall of the Taliban
in 2001. Since 2002 it has been financing
reconstruction on behalf of the German
Federal Government, particularly in the
north of the country. After the long civil
war, the infrastructure is still completely
inadequate, despite considerable progress.
Drinking water, schools, roads, healthcare facilities and energy supplies are all
lacking. The development programmes
in Afghanistan and neighbouring states
such as Pakistan help to stabilise the fragile crisis region.
At last, the small community of Haji Sadar has
a proper school, with a solid roof and walls
and eight classrooms for 500 pupils. The remote village in the northern Afghan province
of Takhar had fought a long time for this. As
in so many villages in Afghanistan, the boys
and girls had previously had hardly any
chance of learning to read and write. Then
their parents seized the initiative, organised
a school tent with the province's education
authority, and hired several teachers. But the
tent was too hot in the summer and too cold
in the winter.

Class was often cancelled. So, the village
needed a proper school building for the children. The new facility was finally made possible through money from the German Federal
Foreign Office that KfW Entwicklungsbank
put to use locally.

“When the Taliban were in power,
we had to close three times a
day because of prayers. Women
weren't allowed to enter the
restaurant. Today, our business
is open 16 hours a day.”

The construction of the school is part of the
“Northern Afghanistan Stabilisation Programme”, which KfW Entwicklungsbank is
implementing together with the Afghan authorities and non-governmental organisations,
such as the Aga Khan Foundation. In two
years, more than 100 projects have been
launched in four Afghan provinces with around
1.8 million inhabitants. In this crisis-ridden
country, such swift and visible aid contributes
towards tangibly improving people's living
conditions and opening up prospects for future
generations. In this way crises and conflicts
can be contained.

Shir Rahman, restaurant owner in

The programme attaches special importance
to funding education. There is a great need
for this: according to the United Nations
Children's Fund, UNICEF, three quarters of all
school buildings in Afghanistan were destroyed
or damaged during the war. Forty thousand
teachers are still needed. The illiteracy rate is
around 70 %, with women and girls being
most affected. As a result, more than half of
the projects relate to schools that will also
take girls' needs into account.
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Afghanistan

In cooperation with the Aga Khan Foundation,
the Stabilisation Programme helps build
schools as well as improve northern Afghanistan's infrastructure with new bridges,
roads, waste management facilities and water
channels. In 2011, EUR 14 million was made
available for these projects. “The speed of implementation is impressive,” says Jens Clausen,
KfW Head of Divison. “That is due more than
anything to the professional, pragmatic and
non-bureaucratic work of the Aga Khan staff
in Afghanistan, who closely involve the local
administration as well.”

Brick by brick: building infrastructure stabilises peace.
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Projects are selected by local leaders
Projects are always selected by the local leaders. Since the start of the programme, each
of the 25 districts in the northern provinces has
received a fixed budget of around EUR 1 million to implement four or five projects. The
project leaders are trained by the Aga Khan
Foundation to plan properly, resolve conflicts
among themselves, involve women, and also
arrange for the long-term maintenance of the
projects.

This approach is designed to strengthen confidence in the local authorities and the elected
district development councils. “That helps to
stabilise the country on a permanent basis,”
emphasises Clausen. When local people have
responsibility for projects, the sustainability
of the programmes is strengthened.

Connecting people and regions with one
another
A “regional integration programme”, developed
with non-governmental organisations for the
border regions between Afghanistan, Pakistan
and Tajikistan, also attaches importance to
similarly close cooperation with the local population. People living in unsafe, isolated and
deprived parts of the country are poor and
separated from one another. They particularly
need access to markets and opportunities to
earn money. Border rivers still represent an
insurmountable obstacle, hindering trade and
making the journey from area to area or from
village to town almost impossible. The borders
also divide peoples. Tajiks live in northern
Afghanistan as well as in Tajikistan, Pashtuns
live in Afghanistan as well as in Pakistan.

Bridges connect remote regions and improve exchange and trade.

These arbitrarily drawn borders are to be
opened up through bridges, roads and generally better infrastructure. Accordingly, KfW
and the German Federal Foreign Office initiated an innovative project two years ago with
the creation of the Pakistan-AfghanistanTajikistan Regional Integration Programme
(PATRIP) foundation. Participation in this
foundation is open to other countries as well.
For example, Luxembourg is contributing to
PATRIP from 2011 to 2013. In 2011 the German
Federal Foreign Office provided around EUR
14 million through PATRIP for work in the
border regions.
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A first bridge has been built over the Panj River,
which forms the border between Afghanistan and Tajikistan. PATRIP has also funded a
market alongside the bridge, greatly improving economic cooperation between the countries. More bridges and numerous roads are
planned or under construction. In the process
it is important for the Afghan and Tajik governments as well as for the NGOs that better
transport infrastructure along the borders
not only stimulates trade between the two
countries but also helps create new jobs.
Some 1.5 million people in the border areas
stand to benefit from these projects and
from the restoration of many wells, health
stations, community centres, electricity lines
and irrigation systems.

The remote regions between Pakistan, Afghanistan and Tajikistan will thus get new basic
infrastructures and a new impetus for exchange
and trade. The fact that the people have economic prospects also deprives fundamentalist
forces in these underdeveloped border regions
of breeding grounds for recruiting terroristminded criminals.

Huge challenges
Afghanistan receives more grants than
any other country
Nowhere in the world does KfW Entwicklungsbank invest more grant funds than in Afghanistan, an expenditure that is justified by the
huge challenges and the ongoing conflict.

On behalf of the BMZ and the German Federal
Foreign Office, KfW Entwicklungsbank is active in many sectors. It supports urban water
supply: by 2013, for example, 200,000 people
in the capital city of Kabul will be provided
with drinking water for the first time. In the
transport sector, KfW Entwicklungsbank is

Education creates development: trainee teachers in Afghanistan.

financing the development of roads, bridges
and markets, together with the development
and expansion of the airport in Mazar-i-Sharif.
To accomplish this, mainly local workers are
recruited in order to provide people with an
income and stimulate local economies.
Furthermore, KfW invests in the construction
and reconstruction of schools and hospitals.
It supports further training for teachers so that
the quality of the schools improves. In the
financial sector, micro and small enterprises
gain access to loans at favourable terms
through partnerships with select commercial
banks, which results in the creation of jobs.
In the past year, KfW Entwicklungsbank
committed a total of around EUR 182 million
to projects in Afghanistan, with approximately EUR 19 million of this coming from funds
of the German Federal Foreign Office.
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Pakistan receives support for its refugee
aid
Pakistan is also marked by prolonged conflicts.
There are repeated terrorist attacks, and
Islamic movements are gaining in strength.
With its involvement, KfW Entwicklungsbank
makes an important contribution towards
stabilising the country, for example by supporting development in a region that has many
Afghan refugees.
Some refugees have been there since the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, while others
fled the rule of the Taliban in the 1990s. Some
1.2 million Afghan refugees still live in northwestern Pakistan, a region where poverty is
widespread and social and political tensions
prevail. In the last 12 years, already more
than 1 million Afghans have returned to their
homeland, but many are still afraid to do so.

These people need shelter, health-care services
and education. In the region around Peshawar, about 25 % of schoolchildren are Afghan
refugees; in the hospitals, up to 50 % of the
patients are Afghans. The roads in the Pakistani
communities are also badly damaged because
they are subject to excessive use by so many
people.
To help calm the politically charged situation
in the region, KfW Entwicklungsbank is participating in a reconstruction programme for
damaged infrastructure organised by the UN
refugee agency UNHCR, using a commitment
by the BMZ of more than EUR 10 million.
Sixty-five individual projects have already
been implemented. Defunct health stations
have been repaired and modernised, roads
have been improved, and schools and damaged water supplies have been repaired.

Help for Afghan refugees in Pakistan: providing the people with drinking water.
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The projects have been implemented by nongovernmental organisations under the direction of the provincial government and with
the participation of the population. User
groups, which included Afghan refugees and
Pakistani representatives, determined jointly
which projects were urgent. In this way the
programme also helps to avoid conflicts and
ensures social equality between Afghan refugees and the local Pakistani people.

COURAGEOUS ENTREPRENEURS
A DEG CREDIT GUARANTEE FUND ENABLES PRIVATE ENTREPRENEURS TO EXPAND

When a business has to make decisions, two
keywords are “opportunity” and “risk”. This
is more evident in Afghanistan than almost
any other state. On the one hand, there is
the opportunity to achieve economic success
in dormant markets; on the other hand, there
is the risk of failure in a fragile state. However,
two equally important words are “knowledge” and “capital”, as expertise and access
to long-term finance are prerequisites for
every investment. This is where the work of
DEG in Afghanistan comes in by providing
finance to small and medium-sized enterprises
via a credit guarantee fund.

In Shir Rahman's restaurant in the Khair Khana
district of Kabul, the guests push and jostle
as they come in to fetch a fast-food takeaway
or have a meal with their family. There are
not only local dishes on the menu but also
international food such as pizzas and hamburgers.
Now aged 40, Rahman was already running a
little snack bar with his brother and selling
ice cream and fast food back when the Taliban
were in power. “In those days, because of
the Taliban, we had to close the restaurant at
least three times a day during prayer,” he
remembers. Women were not allowed in the
snack bar at all.
Today, it goes without saying that his customers include Afghan women. Rahman has

Business is up and running: the fast-food restaurant in the Khair Khana area of Kabul is expanding.
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already expanded his business several-fold.
Over time, he has taken out a total of five
loans from an Afghan microfinance bank, the
First MicroFinance Bank. He has used the
money to buy tables, chairs and new kitchen
equipment, and to add an extra storey to the
building. Shir Rahman now employs almost
50 staff on a two-shift basis. The business is
spread over three floors and is open 16 hours
a day.
The credit guarantee fund helping Shir Rahman
is financed by the BMZ and the US development agency USAID, and is implemented by
DEG. It assumes up to 70 % of the default
risk borne by the First MicroFinance Bank, the
Afghanistan International Bank, and another
local partner bank on loans to small and medium-sized enterprises. In 2011, 460 guarantees

with a credit volume of around USD 20 million were granted. Since 2005, a total of USD
70 million has been committed for about
2,100 loans. In addition, DEG advises banks
through the Afghan Credit Support Program
(ACSP), a local project office employing almost 20 people from the area. In this way more
than 240 employees from the partner banks
have already received further training. In 2012,
the ACSP is to be combined with the fund's
capital and transferred into a foundation that
operates independently.

“I'd really like to build roads myself”
The end of the Taliban rule in 2001 gave private entrepreneurs in Afghanistan the chance
for a new start. Habibullah Hamidi was one
of those who returned home after years abroad.
A qualified vet, he had changed to construction industry work while in exile and after his
return founded a gravel production company.
In 2006 he changed operations and, together
with a partner, started the Ariana Saze Construction Company in Tarakhil near Kabul. The
company supplies sand and gravel for building
roads and homes – activities often financed
by international donors. Hamidi also benefits
from the credit guarantee fund. In total, he
has received three loans from the Afghanistan
International Bank in order to expand his
business. He currently employs around 200
people.
In Hamidi's opinion, the situation in Afghanistan has improved considerably in recent
years. He believes that the economy is developing, and that the schools, roads and financial
services are all better than they were. Nevertheless, the biggest challenges for businesses
are the bureaucracy and corruption in the
state authorities. In his view, everything – even
at government level – could move much faster
“if people here were hired only according to
their capabilities and not on account of their
connections”. But Hamidi also emphasises

A courageous entrepreneur: Habibullah Hamidi.

that “Afghanistan is in a situation where no
one can predict exactly what the future will
bring”.
As far as Afghan businesses are concerned,
the uncertain future means that anyone
investing is taking a risk. But courageous entrepreneurs like Shir Rahman and Habibullah
Hamidi see more opportunities than risks, and
want to keep expanding. “When the security
situation allows it, we would really like to produce asphalt and concrete as well, and build
roads ourselves,” stresses Hamidi. He is very
much hoping, therefore, that the international
security forces will not actually withdraw
in 2014.
Despite the ongoing conflict in Afghanistan,
the credit guarantee fund has succeeded in
furthering the country's development and
economy. To date, DEG involvement has been
responsible for creating or securing over
24,000 jobs that contribute to the livelihood
of 190,000 people in the areas around the
Hindu Kush.
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2011 IN SUMMARY
FINANCING ACTIVITIES OF KFW ENTWICKLUNGSBANK AND DEG

KfW Entwicklungsbank
KfW Entwicklungsbank has again slightly exceeded the record level of commitments
achieved in 2010. In 2011, on behalf of the
German Federal Government, it committed
more than EUR 4.5 billion to development programmes in Asia, Africa, Latin America, Europe
and the Middle East. In doing so, KfW Entwicklungsbank continued its high level of cooperation with the partner countries, despite the
financial and economic crisis.
A state-owned promotional bank, KfW Entwicklungsbank once again largely committed
funds that it had itself mobilised on the capital market. Overall, EUR 2.6 billion of the funds
deployed in developing and emerging countries came from its own funds, thereby enabling
it to attain the similarly high level of the previous year (2010: EUR 2.8 billion).
KfW Entwicklungsbank thus continues to finance more than half of its commitments from
own funds. In the process, it supports the German Federal Government in reaching its targets
for climate protection and fighting poverty.
Through its efforts, KfW Entwicklungsbank also makes a significant contribution towards
increasing official development cooperation. Of
the commitments made in 2011, 79 % qualified
as Official Development Assistance (ODA).

arrangements. Included here were an emergency aid programme for Libya totalling EUR
75 million, and, most importantly, initiatives
for securing peace and preventing crises and
conflicts.
At the international level, KfW's partners are
multilateral institutions, international donors
and the European Union. Its objectives are to
make globalisation fair, to fight poverty, and

to protect the climate. Additionally, KfW also
implements development cooperation projects for these institutions in so-called delegated cooperation arrangements. The volume
of delegated funds increased greatly in 2011,
from EUR 183 million to EUR 343 million:
this corresponds to a doubling in the percentage share from 4 % to 8 %. The number of
delegated cooperation arrangements also
increased from 39 to 53.
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The majority of KfW Entwicklungsbank's activities are commissioned by the BMZ, but its
expertise is also in demand by other ministries
such as the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear
Safety (Bundesumweltministerium, BMU).
More than EUR 107 million of budget funds
and own funds have been deployed on behalf of the BMU, with a particular focus on
promoting climate protection programmes.
KfW Entwicklungsbank committed around
EUR 98 million for projects on behalf of the
Federal Foreign Office, about EUR 84 million
of which related to delegated cooperation

Delegated cooperation (third-party funds)

Regional commitments
KfW Entwicklungsbank finances projects all
over the world - in Africa, Asia, Latin America,
Europe and the Middle East. In so doing, its
own funds are mainly put to use in more advanced developing and emerging countries.
This eases the burden on the budget funds of
the German Federal Government, allowing
it to focus such funds on projects and programmes in particularly poor countries and
regions. The aim throughout is always to improve the living conditions of the local population.
Sub-Saharan Africa
In Africa, KfW Entwicklungsbank is principally
active in the areas of education, health, infrastructure and energy supplies. It emphatically
supports “good governance”. The largest
share of budget funds, EUR 626 million, once
again went to Sub-Saharan Africa (2010:
EUR 643 million). This means that around 39 %
of the funds provided by the Federal Government are benefiting those in need on our
neighbouring continent. In total, around EUR
874 million went to Sub-Saharan Africa.
Asia/Oceania
In the Asia/Oceania region, KfW Entwicklungsbank supports the partner countries above
all in climate and environmental protection,
through investments in economic and public
infrastructure, and by financing more efficient
financial institutions. At 26 % of budget
funds, representing a total of EUR 417 million,
support for the region remained similar to
the 2010 level. The commitments for Afghanistan alone amounted to EUR 182 million –
the highest level of grant funding for any
country. This demonstrates the political priority
of the Federal Government and the ongoing
involvement of KfW Entwicklungsbank in this
crisis region. In terms of commitments, at
EUR 1.4 billion Asia/Oceania once again accounted for the largest share.
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North Africa/Middle East
Budget fund commitments in the North Africa/
Middle East region totalled EUR 232 million
in 2011, which is significantly more than the
previous year (2010: EUR 95 million). The
increase clearly demonstrates the commitment
to the region of the Federal Government,
which is supporting and promoting the social
democratisation and transformation processes
taking place there. Overall, around EUR 400
million was committed to North Africa and
the Middle East. The main areas financed by
KfW Entwicklungsbank in this region were
renewable energies, irrigation and waste management. It also supported partner countries
in implementing important reforms in the
education and finance sectors.
Europe/Caucasus
The committed budget funds for Europe/Caucasus in 2011 amounted to EUR 172 million,
a slightly higher figure than in the previous
year (2010: EUR 153 million). The total commitments for this region were EUR 812 million. On behalf of the Federal Government,
KfW Entwicklungsbank focuses its funding in
Eastern and South-Eastern Europe on the
areas of community infrastructure (drinking
water, sanitation and solid waste), energy
and the financial sector.
Latin America
Around EUR 134 million of the budget funds
that KfW deployed on behalf of the Federal
Government in 2011 went to Latin America.
This was slightly more than in the previous
year (2010: EUR 112 million). The total volume of commitments for Latin America was
around EUR 535 million (previous year: EUR
422 million). The main focus in this region
is on environmental and climate protection,
drinking water supply and sewage disposal,
the promotion of democracy – the keyword
here being “good governance” – microfinance,
and the development of financial systems.
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Commitments by priority development
sector
In 2011, KfW Entwicklungsbank continued to
work towards improving people's living conditions in the partner countries. This involves
implementing the policies of the German
Federal Government and financing projects
and programmes in various priority areas.
The principal aim is to enhance people's quality of life in their immediate surroundings
and to make basic services available to them.
Public infrastructure
In 2011, the majority of commitments went
to public infrastructure. At EUR 1.4 billion,
this area received the most financial support
(previous year: EUR 939 million). Of this
figure, around EUR 750 million helped supply
people with clean drinking water and guarantee environmentally sound sewage disposal
and solid waste management. EUR 150 million
was committed for building schools, purchasing teaching materials, further training for
teachers, and other projects in the education
sector. Health-care services in the partner
countries received EUR 198 million in funding,
with family planning as a particular priority.

Financial sector
Support for the financial sector is traditionally
very important to KfW Entwicklungsbank. In
2011, this sector again had the second highest
level of commitments with EUR 1.1 billion
(previous year: EUR 784 million). KfW Entwicklungsbank's activities in this field include
granting environmental loans and supporting
microfinance institutions so that even small
enterprises are able to put their business ideas
into practice. Its involvement contributes to
economic development and to environmental
and climate protection.
Economic infrastructure
In 2011, KfW Entwicklungsbank committed
around EUR 1 billion (previous year: EUR 2.1
billion) to expanding the economic infrastructure in its partner countries. The main
thrust of these programmes is the expansion
of renewable energies and more efficient
use of energy so as to protect the climate. In
this way, the developing and emerging countries are supported in pursuing a “low-carbon
development path”.
Total commitments by KfW Entwicklungsbank in 2011 by priority development sector
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25 %

The impacts at a glance
The projects and programmes financed by
KfW Entwicklungsbank on behalf of the German Federal Government impact on development policy in numerous ways in the various
sectors.
Climate and environmental protection,
nature conservation
Climate and environmental protection play a
prominent role for KfW Entwicklungsbank. In
2011, it committed more than EUR 2.7 billion
to this area, which represents more than
60 % of the total financing volume. As a result
of the new commitments, greenhouse gas
emissions in the partner countries will be reduced in the next few years by around 7.2
million tonnes per year, which is roughly equal
to the total energy-related CO2 emissions of
a country such as Latvia (2009).
A major contribution is also being made towards the protection of natural habitats.
Thanks to the commitments made in 2011,
around 10 million hectares of endangered
natural habitats, particularly tropical forests,
have been protected, and a contribution has
been made towards preserving the livelihoods
of 1.5 million people.
Health
The projects in the partner countries help to
improve health care. In 2011, for example, the
commitments made for programmes to fight
tuberculosis in Uzbekistan, Pakistan and Tajikistan mean that around 100,000 affected
people can now make direct use of funded
health-care facilities.
Family planning and HIV/AIDS prevention programmes target around 23.8 million people of
reproductive age all around the world.

Education
The 2011 commitments for education sector
projects allow KfW Entwicklungsbank to
reach approximately 3 million people worldwide, principally children and young people.
Funding is provided for the construction of
primary and secondary schools, teaching
and learning materials, further training for
teachers, and vocational training. 57 % of
the people benefiting from the education programmes live below the poverty line. The
proportion of girls participating is 45 %.
Rural development
Amongst other things, the financing of rural
development allows people to irrigate their
fields better and achieve higher crop yields.
In 2011, around 250,000 people in smallscale farming families benefited from commitments in this area. Overall, around 40,000
hectares of land are being irrigated.

Financial sector
Through its commitments in 2011, KfW Entwicklungsbank has been able to establish and
maintain access to financial services for nearly
3 million people, more than half of whom
are women. By far the greatest proportion of
people – about 80 % – are supported through
microfinance. In this way KfW Entwicklungsbank contributes to improving people’s incomes, particularly for those in need, even
after the economic and financial crisis. The
commitments in 2011 allowed around 765,000
additional loans to be granted.
Water and energy
The commitments relating to water and sewage affect about 20 million people around
the world. 40 % of the commitments in this
area have an impact on the climate. Around
15 million people worldwide are benefiting
from an improved energy supply.

Clean water means quality of life: a fountain in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

Our contribution to the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
In 2000, 191 heads of state and government
agreed binding and quantitatively verifiable
targets for evaluating the development policy
efforts of the international community – the
UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).
As a result, international development cooperation attracted enormous public attention.
In September 2010, the goals were reaffirmed
at the MDG special summit in New York as
a joint responsibility and challenge for industrialised, emerging and developing countries.
The most important MDG, halving the number
of people suffering from poverty, would seem
to be attainable by 2015; the other goals show
marked regional differences and require greatly
increased efforts.
Through the projects and programmes that it
finances, KfW Entwicklungsbank contributes
to fighting poverty, protecting the climate and
the environment, and giving people the opportunity of more education and better health

care. An “MDG Reporting" system, set up
jointly with the University of Göttingen in
Germany, identifies to what extent new projects contribute towards attaining the Millennium Development Goals.
According to these calculations, around 72 %,
i.e. just under three quarters, of new commitments from 2011 can be expected to have
a direct positive impact on the achievement
of the eight UN Millennium Development
Goals. The remaining quarter of the funding
contributes to two key development policy
objectives that, although mentioned prominently in the Millennium Declaration, could
not be quantified in the MDGs, namely the
“contribution to economic growth” (approximately 20 % of funds) and “promotion of
good governance” (approximately 8 % of
funds). Both objectives also have an indirect
positive impact on the realisation of the MDGs.

The new funds committed in 2011 primarily affect the MDGs as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

•

MDG 1: 13 % was used to reduce extreme

poverty and hunger.
MDG 2: 5 % went towards improved primary education.
MDG 3: 8 % was used to promote gender
equality.
MDG 4, 5, 6: 13 % contributes to reducing
child and maternal mortality rates, and to
fighting HIV/AIDS, malaria and other dangerous and contagious diseases.
MDG 7: 11 % will have a positive effect on
the global environment (preventing emissions harmful to the climate, conserving
biodiversity) and 16 % on the local environment (drinking water supply and sanitation).
MDG 8: 6 % will have a positive effect on
global partnerships for development, particularly the promotion of technology
transfer, an open, regulated and non-discriminatory trading and financial system,
and communications technology.

2%
5%

4%

6%
7%

20 %

Economic growth
MDG 7 (Local environment)

8%

MDG 1 (Extreme poverty and hunger)
MDG 7 (Global environment)
Good governance
MDG 3 (Gender equality)

8%

16 %

MDG 4 (Child mortality)
MDG 8 (Global partnership for development)

11 %

MDG 2 (Primary education)
MDG 6 (HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, etc.)

13 %

MDG 5 (Maternal mortality)
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DEG
New commitments

Commitments in 2011 by type of funding

In 2011, DEG recorded new commitments of
EUR 1.2 billion, the third highest volume in
its history. This means that its promotional
business remained at the high level of the
previous year. Its partner countries were only
slightly affected in 2011 by the fluctuations
in the world economy.

Risk capital in the form of equity and mezzanine finance is particularly in demand by
businesses in the partner countries. DEG commitments for risk capital finance reached a
new high in 2011 with a total of around EUR
509 million (2010: EUR 344 million). Of this
amount, EUR 274 million was attributable to
equity participation and EUR 235 million to
quasi-equity loans. Overall, loans totalled
EUR 945 million (2010: EUR 1,045 million).
Guarantees accounted for just under EUR 4
million (2010: EUR 12 million).

The DEG portfolio grew to EUR 5.6 billion,
spread across 549 projects in 85 countries, and
was thus almost 8 % higher than in the previous year (2010: EUR 5.2 billion). Trust business constituted EUR 78 million of this with
funds from the German Federal Government
and the European Union. DEG thereby reinforced its role as one of the largest European
development finance institutions supporting
private-sector development.

Growth in DEG commitments in 2007-2011 (EUR in millions)
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Regional commitments
The new commitments were destined for 100
projects in 42 countries. Bangladesh, Cambodia, Togo and Uganda were some of the least
developed countries (LDCs) in which DEG
was involved in 2011.
The economies in the emerging and developing
countries grew on average by 6 % in 2011,
supported above all by the Asian economies,
chiefly China and India. Most DEG commitments, or EUR 418 million, were destined for
projects in Asia (2010: EUR 326 million).
The economies of Latin America were likewise
an engine for the world economy. DEG financing totalling EUR 348 million reflects the positive momentum in the region (2010: EUR
360 million).

Africa is traditionally a key priority region for
DEG. In 2011, the new commitments in Africa
totalled EUR 233 million (2010: EUR 227
million). Investments in Sub-Saharan Africa
alone accounted for EUR 188 million (2010:
EUR 79 million). Over EUR 31 million went to
transnational projects (2010: EUR 113 million), and around EUR 14 million to projects
in North Africa (2010: EUR 34 million).
The Europe/Caucasus region received EUR
186 million in total (2010: EUR 275 million).
The commitments for North Africa and the
Middle East amounted to EUR 44 million
(2010: EUR 43 million), including investment
projects in Iraq.

DEG commitments in 2011 by region
1%
15 %

4%

18 %

Asia/Oceania

34 %

Latin America/Caribbean
Sub-Saharan Africa
Europe/Caucasus
North Africa/Middle East
Transregional
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28 %

Commitments by sector
In 2011, DEG committed EUR 506 million to
the financial sector (2010: EUR 404 million).
Loans to banks and other financial institutions
formed the focus of its increased involvement,
with the aim of improving the range of financial services available to businesses in the
partner countries. For example, DEG committed
credit lines destined for loan finance to local
businesses, and also continued to support
banks in complying with international standards of good corporate governance. In 2011
it again financed specialist providers such as
insurance companies, in order to offer people systematic financial protection.

of partner countries. The new commitments
went to investment projects in the energy
industry, telecommunications, health and
transport.

A new record was set for infrastructure with
funds of around EUR 342 million (2010: EUR
272 million). Financing for private company
projects in this economic sector is of particular
importance for the long-term development

Commitments for agribusiness and the food
industry – primary production, raw material
processing and agricultural services – totalled
EUR 86 million (2010: EUR 98 million). Financing in the services sector amounted to EUR
19 million (2010: EUR 55 million).

Some EUR 270 million (2010: EUR 398 million)
was granted for investment by the industrial
and manufacturing sectors. This allowed DEG
to support the transfer of technology and
know-how in manufacturing industry companies, and contributed towards creating
skilled jobs, for example in pharmaceuticals
production, the building materials industry
and the recycling industry.

Cooperation with German enterprises is a key
business area. In 2011, DEG provided nearly
EUR 100 million, chiefly for investments by the
manufacturing industry, in such locations as
Azerbaijan, China and Uruguay (2010: EUR
136 million).
Around 43 % of the newly committed financing was designed to support small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). DEG's promotion of small and medium-sized enterprises
specifically aims to help close the gap in the
supply of long-term SME financing in partner
countries.

DEG commitments in 2011 by sector
2%
7%
22 %

Financial sector

28 %

Infrastructure
Industry

41 %

Agribusiness and food industry
Other services
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The impacts at a glance
Facilitating private investment
DEG's new commitments of EUR 1.2 billion
have enabled private sector investments totalling EUR 6.8 billion. Its financing therefore
contributes to a substantial leverage effect
with a ratio of nearly 1:7. Through its new commitments in 2011, around 110,000 jobs have
either been created or secured in these businesses. In addition, there are about 130,000
people employed by suppliers and by final borrowers in financial sector projects.

Training positions for young people – DEG makes its contribution.

Generating state revenue and net foreign
exchange revenues
Through tax payments in partner countries,
the co-financed companies will contribute an
anticipated amount of around EUR 780 million
to annual public revenues, as well as generating
annual net foreign exchange revenues of
around EUR 700 million. This can reduce budget deficits, facilitate investment and boost
foreign exchange receipts in the long term.
Around 63 % of new loan commitments contribute directly to achieving at least one of the
international Millennium Development Goals.
Moreover, many of the businesses co-financed
by DEG give particular attention to fulfilling
their corporate social responsibility. They pay
above-average wages, and, for instance, take
on additional pension and health insurance
schemes, set up health care stations, and build
kindergartens and schools.
Effective development projects
DEG has been using its corporate-policy project rating tool to evaluate and manage the
quality of its projects for some years. This tool
can be used to perform both ex ante and ex
post analyses. Each project is assessed in relation to four categories and then assigned
to a development and a business quality group
based on the results. A total of 15 international financing institutions use this system
developed by DEG. The evaluation of new
commitments in 2011 resulted in an average
development quality rating of 2.4, marking
an improvement on the previous year (following the grading system used in German
schools of 1 to 6 with 1 being the highest).
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Climate protection
Protection of the climate and the environment
is also one of DEG's strategic targets. Some
EUR 186 million of the new commitments in
2011 were allocated to 22 investment projects directly targeting climate protection (2010:
EUR 229 million). DEG principally financed
renewable energy projects and measures for
improving energy efficiency. Additionally,
almost EUR 8 million was provided to finance
45 climate protection-related accompanying
measures and develoPPP.de measures (a BMZ
programme supporting private sector projects with particular importance for development policy).

Programme financing
Together with providing financing from own
funds on market-based terms, DEG implements various promotional programmes and
thereby supports initiatives by German and
other European businesses investing in developing and emerging countries. Much of this
is undertaken in cooperation with German SME
sector companies.

part in the Climate Partnerships with the Private Sector programme that funds projects
to increase the use of climate-friendly technologies. In 2011, the BMU made a further
EUR 2 million available for this programme, together with another EUR 1 million for start-up
funding of project development companies.
To achieve a broader impact and further increase the structural effects of the co-financed
projects, DEG employed EUR 1.8 million of its
own funds to implement accompanying measures; an additional EUR 2 million was provided from BMZ budget funds. In this way, a
total of 53 supporting measures could be
implemented in 2011.

The desert sun as a source of energy: a solar plant in Egypt.

DEG has been carrying out the Public Private
Partnership (PPP) programme funded by the
BMZ since 1999. Seventy new develoPPP.de
projects were launched in 2011. Overall, EUR
41.8 million was provided for these, comprising EUR 16.3 million in public funds and a
further EUR 25.5 million from businesses. In
2011 for the first time DEG co-financed feasibility studies for company investment projects
on behalf of the BMZ. It provided EUR 1.3
million towards the cost of 11 studies, with the
companies involved contributing a further
EUR 1.4 million.
Since 2010, on behalf of the Federal Ministry
for the Environment, Nature Conservation
and Nuclear Safety (BMU), DEG has taken
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Environmental and
social standards
To qualify for DEG support, investment projects
must be environmentally and socially sound.
DEG actively promotes this practice in its dealings with co-financed businesses. For each
project, DEG assesses whether human rights
are respected and fair working conditions
are offered, and whether business is carried
out in an environmentally-friendly manner.
For all projects where finance was approved
in 2011, the businesses were contractually
obliged by DEG to uphold the respective national regulations and, additionally, to comply
with international environmental and social
standards. These include the performance
standards of the International Finance Corporation (IFC), and the core labour standards
of the International Labour Organisation (ILO).

International cooperation
DEG works together with numerous international development finance institutions, thus
enabling funds and know-how to be pooled.
For example, it cooperates with 15 European
partner institutions in the association of
European Development Finance Institutions
(EDFI). Other partners of DEG include the
European Investment Bank (EIB), the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) and the IFC.
In 2011, the EDFI members – DEG, FMO from
the Netherlands and Proparco from France –
signed an agreement to further extend their
successful cooperation. Amongst other things,
they are establishing an office in Johannesburg to enable them to jointly offer funding
there. DEG, FMO and Proparco together committed over EUR 1 billion in 2011 for 30 new
projects.
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Safety in the workplace is important to DEG.

DEG also increased its cooperation with international partners outside Europe. In 2011,
together with 30 bilateral and multilateral
financiers, it thus commissioned a study on
promoting the private sector that was presented at the World Bank conference. The
study demonstrates that promotion of the private sector contributes significantly to sustainable growth, jobs, income generation, and
knowledge transfer.

Prospects
DEG has committed itself to continuing to
grow both quantitatively and qualitatively in
the next few years through its own efforts.
It restructured its organisation to this end in
2011. With an equity base that was again
strengthened in 2011, DEG has at its disposal
a stable economic foundation that will allow
it to expand its promotional business using its
own funds.

DISBURSEMENTS
BY KFW ENTWICKLUNGSBANK AND DEG

In 2011, KfW Entwicklungsbank disbursed a
total of EUR 3.3 billion for projects and programmes in its partner countries. EUR 1.6 billion of this came from federal funds.
Disbursements were therefore at the same
level as the previous year. At EUR 1,078 million,
DEG disbursements were considerably higher
than in the previous year (EUR 869 million).

Debt conversion, cancellation and
rescheduling
The German Federal Government regularly
enters into agreements with developing and
emerging countries for debt conversion, cancellation or rescheduling if the partner countries are heavily indebted. The course of
action is agreed with the international donor
community through the Paris Club. KfW
participates on behalf of Germany.
On the basis of debt conversion agreements,
debts can be cancelled if governments in
partner countries use these funds to combat
poverty, to strengthen education and healthcare systems, or to protect the environment
or climate.
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In 2011, KfW Entwicklungsbank drew up new
debt conversion agreements totalling EUR
79 million with Egypt, Indonesia, Jordan, Peru
and Serbia. On the basis of agreements concluded in previous years, Germany also cancelled debts of EUR 118 million for partner
countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America after
the funds had been applied to development
policy programmes. In 2011, the Republic of
Congo went through the Heavily Indebted
Poor Countries process. As a result, the country benefited from the cancellation of outstanding debts arising from Financial Cooperation in the sum of EUR 41 million. In addition,
a rescheduling agreement was concluded
with the Seychelles for FC debts of EUR 3
million. This will help the country to service
its debts.

STATISTICAL ANNEX

Total commitments by KfW Entwicklungsbank and DEG in 2007-2011 (EUR in millions)
KfW Entwicklungsbank

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

FC grants

803

882

1,112

1,036 2

1,336 2

FC standard loans

277

351

230

179

145

FC development loans

579

1,033

878

2,142

1,713

– budget funds

130

213

106

215

134

– KfW funds

448

821

772

1,927 3

1,5793

1,263

1,314

1,151

913

996

80

68

111

183 4

343 4

3,002

3,648

3,482

4,452

4,532

1,206

1,225

1,015

1,226

1,223

4,208

4,873

4,497

5,678

5,755

37

90

100

209

163

FC promotional loans
Delegated funds1
Sum
DEG (own risk)

5

Total (KfW + DEG)
Note: Interest grants

Excluding intermediary funds in 2011 (EUR 73 million), 2010 (EUR 10 million), 2009 (EUR 233 million) and 2008 (EUR 33 million)
Includes grants in 2011 (EUR 53 million) and 2010 (EUR 14 million) from the budget of the Federal Ministry for the Environment (BMU)
3
Includes interest subsidies in 2011 (EUR 22 million) and 2010 (EUR 55 million) with BMU funds
4
Includes grants in 2011 (EUR 83.8 million) and 2010 (EUR 92.2 million) from the budget of the Federal Foreign Office
5
All figures including risk sub-participations
Differences in the totals are due to rounding
1
2

Origin of total commitments by KfW Entwicklungsbank in 2007-2011 (EUR in millions)
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Budget funds

1,210

1,446

1,448

1,430

1,614

KfW funds

1,712

2,135

1,923

2,840

2,575

80

68

111

183

343

3,002

3,648

3,482

4,452

4,532

Delegated funds*
Total

* Excluding intermediary funds in 2011 (EUR 73 million), 2010 (EUR 10 million), 2009 (EUR 233 million) and 2008 (EUR 33 million).
Differences in the totals are due to rounding

Breakdown of total commitments in 2011 by region (EUR in millions)
KfW Entwicklungsbank
Budget funds

DEG

Total commitments

Combined

Total commitments

Total commitments

Sub-Saharan Africa

626

39 %

874

19 %

219

18 %

1,094

19 %

Asia/Oceania

417

26 %

1,411

31 %

418

34 %

1,829

32 %

Europe/Caucasus

172

11 %

812

18 %

186

15 %

998

17 %

Latin America

134

8%

535

12 %

348

28 %

883

15 %

North Africa/Middle East

232

14 %

400

9%

44

4%

444

8%

33

2%

501

11 %

6

1%

507

9%

1,614

100 %

4,532

100 %

1,223

100 %

5,755

100 %

Transregional
Total
Differences in the totals are due to rounding

Total commitments in 2011 by country (EUR in millions)
ranked by BMZ budget funds
Rank

Country

KfW Entwicklungsbank
BMZ budget
funds

KfW funds

DEG
Funds from
other ministries/donors

1

Afghanistan

162.55

2

Kenya

114.38

3

Yemen

51.30

4

Ukraine

45.60

25.00

5

Tunisia

42.25

79.40

6

Mali

40.20

7

Kyrgyzstan

39.00

8

Egypt

39.00

2.67 2

13.50

9

Uganda

38.25

8.00 2

11.49

10

Bangladesh

35.25

11

Palestinian territories

34.50

12

Malawi

34.33

3.86 2

13

Rwanda

34.00

18.05 2

14

Vietnam

33.50

15

Benin

33.00

16

Burkina Faso

29.00

17

Indonesia

28.72

18

Cameroon

27.50

19

Peru

27.20

54.30

6.30 1

44.30

20

Brazil

25.00

100.00

2.80

24.52

21

Zimbabwe

25.00

22

Ethiopia

24.75

23

Ghana

24.17

24

Bolivia

23.04

25

South Africa

22.50

26

Tajikistan

21.40

27

Senegal

21.30

28

Laos

21.00

29

Haiti

20.91

30

Pakistan

20.00

31

Georgia

17.00

32

Mozambique

16.50

33

China

14.30

241.12

34

Serbia

13.11

124.50

58

19.38 2
82.58

4.812

37.71
10.37

0.80

2

8.01

35.13

189.00

97.75

1, 2

2.00

3.16
69.53

59.11

1

14.96
14.42
50.74

22.44
2.67

2.49 2
20.00

10.37 2

22.99
74.94

Total commitments in 2011 by country (EUR in millions)
ranked by BMZ budget funds
Rank

Country

KfW Entwicklungsbank
BMZ budget
funds

KfW funds

DEG
Funds from
other ministries/donors

35

Turkey

11.12

44.43

36

Kosovo

11.00

5.00

37

Tanzania

8.50

38

Morocco

8.50

39

Democratic Republic of the Congo

7.90

40

Cambodia

7.00

7.55

41

Lebanon

7.00

5.09

42

Macedonia

6.22

38.15

43

Bosnia and Herzegovina

6.00

61.00

44

Uzbekistan

6.00

45

India

5.49

46

Namibia

5.00

47

Armenia

4.00

48

Ecuador

4.00

7.00 2
13.83

95.00

2

15.00 1

6.67 2

462.59

101.55
5.00

49

Djibouti

3.75

50

Burundi

3.00

51

Albania

2.40

52

Nepal

2.00

53

Moldova

1.00

54

Niger

0.65

55

Azerbaijan

0.50

56

Syria

0.50

57

Nigeria

0.30

58

Costa Rica

29.92

1.50 2

2.50

20.35
6.60
52.13

59

Croatia

18.00

60

El Salvador

14.08

1.54

61

Mauritius

4.00

32.15

62

Libya

75.00 2

63

Sudan

0.45 2

64

Mexico

64.67

65

Panama

52.77

66

Sri Lanka

38.01

67

Dominican Republic

32.25

68

Iraq

25.41
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Total commitments in 2011 by country (EUR in millions)
ranked by BMZ budget funds
Rank

Country

KfW Entwicklungsbank
BMZ budget
funds

DEG
Funds from
other ministries/donors

KfW funds

69

Togo

25.00

70

Sierra Leone

20.00

71

Chile

18.15

72

Uruguay

10.54

73

Nicaragua

74

Thailand

5.97

75

Mongolia

4.56

76

Honduras

3.24

77

Kazakhstan

1.30

78

Colombia

0.82

79

Guatemala

0.15

80

Madagascar

6.40

0.04

Supranational

236.13
1,547.47

84.45

145.76

9.00 1, 2

30.11

2,575.09

409.51

1,222.55

783.52

Other

Total

1, 2

3

103.43

Note: interest grants total EUR 163 million (of which BMZ: EUR 162 million, BMU: EUR 1 million)
1
BMU funds
2
Delegated funds (including funds from other ministries)
3
Deviations from total budget funds, as only BMZ funds
Differences in the totals are due to rounding

Breakdown of total commitments in 2011 by DAC development sector (EUR in millions)
KfW

DEG

Combined

Economic infrastructure

1,044

23 %

330

27 %

1,374

24 %

Social infrastructure

1,392

31 %

12

1%

1,404

24 %

Financial sector

1,130

25 %

506

41 %

1,636

28 %

Production sector

180

4%

356

29 %

536

9%

Other

785

17 %

19

2%

804

14 %

4,532

100 %

1,223

100 %

5,755

100 %

Total
Differences in the totals are due to rounding
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Total KfW Entwicklungsbank commitments by BMZ priority area (EUR in millions)
BMZ priority area
Energy (including energy efficiency, renewable energy)

2010

2011

1,333

30 %

1,023

23 %

Economic reform, development of a market economy

680

15 %

982

22 %

Drinking water, water management, wastewater/solid waste disposal

491

11 %

771

17 %

Transport and communications

416

9%

288

6%

Democracy, civil society and public administration

266

6%

256

6%

Environmental policy, conservation and sustainable use of natural resources

376

8%

239

5%

Health, family planning, HIV/AIDS

165

4%

220

5%

Food security, agriculture/fishery

146

3%

148

3%

Education

130

3%

109

2%

Peacebuilding and crisis prevention

104

2%

28

1%

Other, non-attributable

337

8%

471

10 %

Regional concentration

10

0%

0

0%

4,452

100 %

4,532

100 %

Total
Differences in the totals are due to rounding

Total DEG commitments by sector (EUR in millions)
Sector
Production sectors
– Agribusiness and food industry

2010

2011

496

41 %

356

29 %

98

15 %

86

7%

– Industry, raw materials, mining, construction

398

26 %

270

22 %

Economic infrastructure

238

22 %

330

27 %

– Energy sector

113

9%

154

13 %

– Transport and storage

76

4%

114

9%

– Communications

49

9%

62

5%

Public infrastructure

34

4%

12

1%

– Water supply, wastewater/solid waste disposal

9

3%

0

0%

– Education

5

2%

0

0%

20

0%

12

1%

404

30 %

506

41 %

– Health
Financial sector
Other services

55

3%

19

2%

– Trade and tourism

45

3%

14

1%

– Real estate, rental, business service providers, etc.

10

0%

5

0%

1,226

100 %

1,223

100 %

Total
Differences in the totals are due to rounding
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Urban
Development,
Social Infrastructure
Evers

Energy and
Economic
Development
Dr Sigrist

Water and
Sanitation
Dr LütkeWöstmann

Business
Analysis
Systems
Brodersen

CC
Development
Research
Heidebrecht

CC
Environment
and Climate
Dr Harnisch

Acquisition,
Syndication,
Project
Monitoring
Ms Dr Detken
Ms Mulder

Purchase
Programmes
and Portfolio
Management
Prof. Durth

Sector and
Policy Division
Peace and
Security
Ms Berke

Governance
and Decentralisation
Sandhop

Agriculture
and Natural
Resources
Dr Kessler

Sector and
Policy Division
Governance
Dr Weiler

Infrastructure
Dr MeyerLohmann

Water
Holtkotte

Health, Education, Social
Protection
Ms Dr Kneesch

Sector and
Policy Division
Health, Education, Social
Protection
Dr Bichmann

Regional Team
Hinz

Climate and
Environment
Hildebrand

Water
Dr Dux

Education,
Financal and
Private Sector
Ms Stein v.
Kamienski

German DC
and Mandates
Ms Albin
Ms Schütte

Promotional
Instruments
and Financial
Products
Dr Schwiete

Planning and
Monitoring
Henke

Sector and
Policy Division
Financial and
Private Sector,
Global Fonds
Ms Beck

Sector and
Policy Division
Water and
Waste Managment
Zeeb

CC Agriculture
and Natural
Resources
Hilliges

Regional Team
Kurz

Regional Team
Leibbrandt

Environment
and Energy
Gihr

Financial
System
Development
Fleischhacker

Dr Duve

Regional Team
Ahlert

CC Carbon
Credits
Sekinger

Dr Müller

Promotional
Policy and
Partnership
Dr Roos

Wollenzien

CC General
Principles and
Procedures
Pischke

Department
Africa Regional
Programmes

Regional Team
Ms Delbrück

Zander

Department
North Africa
and
Middle East
Reuß

Wehinger

Department
East and
West Africa

Ms Mauve

Department
South and
Central Africa

Hartmann

Department
Carbon Fund

Department
Promotional
Instruments
and Procedures

Department
Development
and Climate

Municipal
Infrastructre
Haas

Energy,
Transport
Zymelka

Financial
System
Development
Ms Laßmann

Regional Team
Strauß

Siller

Department
South East
Europe
and Trukey

Ms Dr Leibrock

Department
Latin America
and the
Caribbean

Ms Köhn

Opitz

Dr Kloppenburg

Directorate LA
Africa and Middle East Region

Dr Bräunig

Directorate LG
Policy and Latin American Region

Dr Schröder

Dr Nawrath

Sector and
Policy
Division Energy
Ms Dr Loy

Crisis Response
and Governance
Clausen

Financial
System
Development
Ms Schnell

Energy
Shirzadi

Regional Team
Richter

Ms Arce

Department
South Asia,
Afghanistan,
Pakistan

Promotional
Loans for
Infrastructure
Bessai

Natural
Ressources
and Climate
Ms Johnston

Sector and
Policy Team
Urban Develompent
Schwörer

Transport and
Communication
Wenzel

Regional Team
Dorschel

Dr Müssig

Department
East Asia and
Pacific

Ohls

Directorate LE
Europe and Asia Region

Ms Prof. Terberger

Independent Evaluation Unit

Loewen

Board of Managing Directors of KfW Bankengruppe

Health and
Social Security
Dorf

Urban and
Regional
Development
Gooss

Energy and
Natural
Resources
Blum

Financial
System
Development
Mörschel

Regional Team
v. Schwerin

Ms Witt

Department
East Europe,
Caucasus,
Central Asia

Loan and
collateral
management,
Equity finance
management
Wagner

Disbursements,
Reschedulings
Preuß

Loan and
collateral
management,
Carbon Fund
Ms Schlünder

Disbursements
and expert’s
contracts
Brück

Disbursements,
delegated
cooperation
contracts
Ms Rodrian

Abel

Department
TMa

OTC-derivative
products,
money market,
foreign
exchange
Ms Goebel

New Issues,
Bonds and
Repos,
Collateral
Management
Ms Barnewald

Asset Securitisation, Credit
Derivatives,
ABS Bonds,
Market Data
Bruns

Dr Seidel

Department
TMb

Roßmeißl

Cash
management
Gudat

Business Research Trading
Ms Erzberger

Quantitative
Analysis Trading Products
Brinkhaus

Collateral management of
promotional
loans for
investments
and global
loans
Düsel

Schwenk

Department
TMc

Transaction and
Collateral Management

ORGANISATIONAL CHART
OF KFW ENTWICKLUNGSBANK

ORGANISATIONAL CHART
OF DEG

Management Board
Wenn (Chairman)

Special
Programmes
Hebgen
Peltzer

German
Corporates
Thor

Equity/
Mezzanine
Africa/
Latin America
Schumacher

Latin America
Ms Bárcena
Vitinius

Africa
Gerig
Weinfurtner

Equity/
Mezzanine
Asia/
Europe
Suhany

Europe,
Middle East,
Central Asia
Flosbach

Asia
Gerber
Dr Pleister

Manufacturing
Industry/
Services
Ms Böing
Boven

Infrastructure
Grunwald

Agribusiness
Ms Hollmann

Sustainability
Dr Thimme

Treasury
Blanke

Middle Office
Dr Tetzlaff

Dr Bornmann

German Corporates/Special
Programmes

Internal Audit

Kreutz

Corporate
Management
Graf Plettenberg

Ms Marques

Financial
Institutions
Dr Zeisler

Africa/
Latin America

Legal/
Compliance

Overbeck

Klemm
Gabbert

Asia/Europe

Risk
Management

Rothenbusch

Graf Plettenberg
Berndt (Ernst & Young)

Çağlayan

Structured
Finance 1

Finance/
Controlling

Tümmers
Ms Kotte (deputy)

v. Werthern

Structured
Finance 2

Inhouse
Services

Tümmers
Ms v. Wees
(deputy)

Scheibler

Corporate
Strategy/
Communications
Ms Rudolph
Ms Zurawka

Economics/
Development
Policy
Ms Timm

Human
Resources
Graf Plettenberg
(acting)

Special
Operations
Lammers

Credit Review
Severing

Portfolio
Analysis
Çağlayan
(acting)

Risk Controlling
Völker

Procurement/
Special tasks
Ms Erlinghagen

Transaction
Management
Seibel

Corporate
Planning/
Controlling
Ms Scharfenstein

Accounting
Ms Zilles

Inhouse Services
Hamann
Richerzhagen

Information
Technology
Ms Mohs

Organization
Einbrodt
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Cooperation countries of
KfW Entwicklungsbank and DEG
Locations

Bogotáá

Tegucigalpa

Lima

Quito

Guatemala City
City
Managua

Mexico City

La Paz
Paazz
P

São Paulo

Brasília

Bamako
Bam
Bamako
ako

Accra
Accra

Ouaga
Ouag
Ouagad
Ou
agadougou
ag
aadougou
ad
d
dougou
ougou

Dakar

Rabat

Windhoekk
Windhoe

Brazzavil
Brazza
Brazzavi
ville
lle
le
Brazzavill

Pretori
P
Pr
rretoria
retori
etoriaa

Lusaka
Lus

Sa
SSan
ana´a
ana´a
a´a
Sana´a

Maputo
M
aputo
JJoh
ohannesburg
ohannesburg

LLilo
Lilongwe
ilongwe
ngwe

Dar es Salaam

Kamp
Kam
Ka
Kampal
mpala
pala
alaa
Na
irobi
Nairobi

ba
Aba
A
baba
Juba Addis Ababa

Kigali
Kinshasa

Cotonou
Cot
onou
Yaou
Yaou
aounde
nde

Niamey
Niamey

Phnom Penh
Phnom
Penh

Manila

Jakarta
Jakarta

Singapore
Singapor
Singapo
Singa
pore
ree

Hanoi
Han
oi

Beijing
Beijing

Ulan
Ula
Ulan-B
n-Baa
n-Baatar
-Baatar
tar

B
Bangko
angkokk
Bangkok

Kiev
Kiev
Pristina
P
Pris
tina Tbili
ristina
si Bak
Tbilisi
Baku
Baku
u
Bish
Bis
Bish
hkek
Ankara
Ank
An
A
nkara
kar
ara
Podgorica
Podg
Podgori
Po
dgorica
orica
orica
Tashkent
Tashkent
TTiran
iranaa
Tirana
Yere
Yerev
va
van
v
an
n
Dushanbe
Dush
shanbe
I
Ist
stanb
stanbul
anbul
ul
Skopje
SSkop
Sk
kopje
opje
je
Mazar-i Shar
Shar
harif
if
Isslam
IIsla
Islam
slamabad
lam
mabad
Ramallah-Al-Bireh
Ramallah-A
Ram
allah-Al-Bireh
l-Bireh
Damas
Damas
mascus
cus
Kabul
Ka
Kathmandu
Kat
hmandu
Amm
Amm
mman
an
Neu-De
Neu-Del
Neu-Delhi
Neu
-Delhi
lhi
hi
Cairo
Dhaka
Dhaka

Belg
Belgr
Be
Belg
Belgra
lgrade
rade
ade
de
Saaar
SSar
Sarajev
Saraje
Saraj
araj
arajevo
rajevo
raje
ajevo
evo
evo
o

Moscow
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